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ASYMPTOTIC POSTERIOR NORMALITY FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
A.O. ADEKOLA
SUMMARY
The problem of demonstrating the limiting normality of posterior 
distributions arising from stochastic processes and allied results are 
reconsidered.
We present a fairly general set of conditions for asymptotic 
posterior normality which covers a wide class of problems. The single and 
multiparameter cases are both treated. One important difference between 
the conditions presented here and those of other authors (for example, 
Heyde and Johnstone (1979), hereafter referred to as H-J) is the use of a 
shrinking neighbourhood for asymptotic continuity of information, 
whereas in H-J (1979) a fixed neighbourhood is taken. Some examples to 
illustrate the importance of this study are considered in detail and this 
embraces diverse areas of application.
Apart from a sequence of constants that is used to measure the order of 
Fisher's observed information, the uniformity requirement (which may be 
dropped for some ergodic models) allows us to dispense with further 
conditions regarding moments of the first and second derivatives of 
log-likelihood. we obtain the fundamental Bernstein Von Mises theorem in 
the asymptotic theory of Bayesian inference for stochastic processes. As 
an application of the theorem, we obtain asymptotic properties of Bayes* 
estimators for a suitable class of loss functions and show that the 
maximum likelihood estimator and Bayes estimator are asymptoticaly 
equivalent.
Apart from obtaining some sufficient conditions under which one can
obtain asymptotic posterior normality for evolutive processes, such as 
non-homogeneous Poisson processes and non-homogeneous birth processess, we 
also present and. discuss some sufficient conditions for generalised linear 
models and other ergodic processes. We also discuss some relationships 
between our conditions and those imposed by earlier authors.
Finally, we discuss the rate of convergence of posterior 
distributions to the normal distribution, some open problems and scope 
for further research.
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5INTRODUCTION
The topic of asymptotic posterior normality ana some of the allied 
results have been investigated by many authors. This thesis consists of 
five chapters, and at the beginning of each chapter we shall undertake a 
systematic review of the subject under discussion.
In Chapter 1, limiting normality of a posterior distribution arising 
from some stochastic process with a single unknown parameter is considered 
in detail. The theory is applied to a non-homogeneous Poisson process and 
birth process. These examples illustrate the fact that our conditions 
are easily verified whereas some conditions given in the literature fail. 
The Bernstein von Mises theorem is discussed at the end of the chapter.
In Chapter 2, we present the multiparameter case of the results in
Chapter 1, which involves the use of the spectral norm, and account is
taken of the relative information provided by the observations 
corresponding to different parameters. Applications to Markov branching
processes with time dependent random immigration rate are considered 
in detail.
The third chapter contains applications of the main theorem in
Chapter 1 to other "ergodic" processes. We present some relationships 
between our conditions and those imposed by some earlier authors, thereby 
unifying some of the previous work on the subject. Some sufficient 
conditions are presented for Generalised Linear Models.
Chapter 4 concerns inference and parameter estimation for evolutive 
processes, such as non-homogeneous Poisson processes (NHPP) and non-
6homogeneous birth processes (NHBP). The estimation of the unknown 
parameter of interest is based on assumptions that the process is observed 
either continuouslyv in a time (0,T) or at time T. In particular, we 
present some sufficient conditions for asymptotic posterior normality. 
Asymptotic Relative efficiency of the sampling schemes is considered for 
both non-homogeneous processes in detail.
In Chapter 5, some concluding remarks are presented and we discuss 
the rate of convergence to posterior normality, some open problems, 
scope for further research and the relationship between the asymptotic 
Bayesian approach and asymptotic conditional inference for stochastic 
processes.
In the appendix, we present some notation, definitions and lemmas 
not defined in the main part of the thesis.
7CHAPTER 1
ASYMPTOTIC POSTERIOR NORMALITY FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES:
THE SINGLE PARAMETER CASE
1.1 introduction and Review of Literature.
The subject is a very broad one and this introduction is not
comprehensive. The purpose of this section is to give a review and broad 
outline of the landmarks in the development of the main ideas and methods 
in the asymptotic theory for posterior distributions. Asymptotic
posterior normality has been widely discussed in the literature. Many of
the recent results are partial generalisations of Lecam (1953) when the 
observed chance variables are independently identically distributed (iid). 
Special cases were first given by Laplace (1820), s. Bernstein (1934) and 
Von Mises (1964) (and also Gauss and Edgeworth). A historical outline 
before 1950 is given in LeCam (1953) and more recently, LeCam (1986).
The result may be informally stated as "whatever the a priori
distribution of the parameter within a category, as the number of 
observations is increased, the a posteriori distribution of the parameter 
tends to be normal, and the problem of estimation is restricted to the 
immediate vicinity of the true value of the parameter". Investigations 
of asymptotic consistency and posterior normality have been carried out 
by many authors. Briefly, on the asymptotic behaviour of Bayes 
estimates, Doob (1949) proved a general result concerning consistency of 
Bayes estimates of a real parameter relative to quadratic loss, using the 
martingale argument. Doob's result was later extended by Schwartz (1964, 
1965) and Strasser (1973) to cover a larger class of Bayes procedures. 
Fabius (1964), Berk (1970) and Lecam (1973) also dealt with the
consistency of posterior distributions under different underlying 
assumptions. In particular, LeCam (1973) showed that under dimensional 
restrictions on the parameter space, for large sample size the mass of the 
posterior distribution concentrates in arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of 
the true parameter value. (See also Strasser 1977, 1978, 1981).
IieCam (1953, 1958) considered the asymptotic properties of Bayes
procedures, under a set of restricted conditions which is slightly 
stronger than those to prove the consistency of the maximum likelihood 
estimator. However, he dealt with a more generalised version of the
problem (including the case in which only the smallest r components of the
observations are observed). It is noted that LeCam (1953) proved the 
consistency of Bayes estimators for every parameter point whereas Doob 
(1949) used the martingale argument and some weak conditions to establish 
consistency for almost all the parameter points.
Freedman (1963, 1965), and Schwartz (1965) have also shown with some 
examples that Doob’s conditions are generally too strong. Freedman 
(1963), restricting himself to a discrete sample space and considering a 
particular case where independent indentically distributed variables take 
only finite many values, was able to prove consistency and asymptotic 
normality of Bayes * estimators. However, he showed that the result does 
not hold when the random variables are allowed to take countably many 
values. Schwartz (1964, 1965) extended the Freedman results by giving 
rather weaker conditions for consistency of Bayes estimators which apply 
to a large class of Bayes procedures. Consistency of the particular Bayes 
procedure is also shown to depend on the choice of prior distribution. 
Most importantly, Schwartz (1965) has shown that the posterior 
distribution may behave well even when the maximum likelihood estimator
does not. More recently, Strasser (I98la,b), in generalisation of 
Schwartz (1964) (where it is shown that Bayes estimates are not sensitive 
to irregularities of the underlying probability measure compared with the 
maximum likelihood method), has also shown that non-standard arguments 
prove consistency of Bayes estimates in cases where the maximum likelihood 
methods fail (Wald's proof of consistency of maximum likelihood estimates 
as a standard argument). Heuristically, the main point is the followings 
it is well known that large values of the likelihood function 
asymptotically are concentrated around the "true” parameter value. This 
fact is the basis of the maximum likelihood method and of Bayes methods. 
(For some other related studies see Schwartz (1973), Strasser (1978)). 
For some more recent discussions see Diaconis and Freedman (1986) and the 
references therein. Most of the above mentioned papers give the parameter 
space a more general structure, and the style of the papers is extremely 
abstract. The approach adopted in this thesis is aimed at giving some 
simple extensions of the results on the asymptotic behaviour of Bayes 
estimators for a class of stochastic processes.
bind ley (1965) presents some elementary considerations of the problem 
and he established heuristically asymptotic posterior normality for the 
iid-case. Bickel and Yahav (1969), taking a decision theoretic point of 
view, dealt with the asymptotic Bayesian estimation of a real parameter in 
the presence of nuisance parameters or more general estimation of a real 
function of a vector parameter. They also obtained a partial 
generalisation of LeCam*s (1958) work (posterior moments) in a "strong 
sense" convergence under some regularity conditions.
Walker (1969) gave a rigorous proof under suitable regularity 
conditions for asymptotic posterior normality in the iid-case, which 
states informally that the posterior distribution of © will, when the
number of observations tends to infinity, be asymptotically normal with 
mean equal to the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and variance equal to 
the reciprocal of the second .derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood 
function evaluated at the MLE, independently of the form of the prior 
distribution. This agrees with the well-known result (principle of 
stable estimation) that, as the number of observations increases, the 
posterior density is dominated by the contribution from the data. 
Recently, Bermudez (1985) weakens some of Walker's (1969) conditions to 
obtain asymptotic posterior normality for the logistic classification 
model. Dawid's (1970) paper generalised the scope of the problem as 
discussed by Walker (1969) to cover wider families of densities. He also 
dealt with some distributions whose range depends on the parameter, 
woodroofe (1972) gave asymptotic posterior normality for truncated 
distributions when the parameter of interest is at the end point of the 
distribution. For some other related work on the iid-case, see Lind ley 
(1961), Hartigan (1965), Scott (1971), Cciine and Morgan (1975), Lehmann 
(1983), and the recent monograph by Hartigan (1983) in the spirit of 
Walker (1969). Berk (1966, 1970) considers the asymptotic properties of 
posterior distribution when the model is incorrect. He also gave 
conditions under which a sequence of posterior distributions converges 
weakly to a degenerate distribution. More recently, Dumitrescu (1987) 
established asymptotic posterior normality for exponential distributions 
for correct and incorrect models. Awad (1981) obtained the asymptotic 
posterior normality of sequences of distributions depending on sequences 
of parameters via the conditional central limit theorems of a martingale 
difference array in the spirit of McLeish (1974). In the spirit of 
Strasser (1976), Matsuda (1983) investigates the asymptotic properties of 
posterior distributions in a truncated case.
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On the Markov cases, Borwanker, Kallianpur and Prakasa Rao (1971) 
gave the generalised version of the Bernstein von Mises theorem for 
strictly.. stationary Markov processes* . Marc Moore (1976) weakens one of 
the Borwanker et al (1971) assumptions (Theorem 3, assumption 1.4) to; 
obtain a more general result for Markov chains. Johnstone (1978) 
generalised the Walker (1969) conditions to cover Markov processes.
Asymptotic posterior normality for a class of stochastic processes 
has been generally discussed by Prasad and Rao (1976), Basawa and Rao 
(1980) and Basu (1983). Prasad and Rao (1976), (and later, Basawa and 
Rao (1980)) extended the Bernstein von Mises to cover observations on 
dependent variables. Basu (1983) proved the Bernstein Von Mises Theorem 
for a class of diffusion processes arising as solutions to stochastic 
differential equations.
The present study is in the spirit of H-J (1979), where asymptotic 
posterior normality is obtained for general stochastic processes 
(including the non-ergodic models; see Basawa and Scott (1983)). Under 
certain conditions, Basawa and Rao (1980) obtained the results for ergodic 
stochastic processes with strong assumptions, which they remarked can be 
substantially weakened. However, more recently Chen (1985) has given 
general conditions for asymptotic normality, given an arbitrary sequence 
of densities. Again his conditions use a fixed neighbourhood, although he 
remarks that this could be replaced by a shrinking neighbourhood. In this 
review of the literature on the topic, it is noted that in certain cases 
the results are very strong and in others, the assumptions made are 
restrictive, and also difficult* to verify. In some cases however, the
assumptions are reasonable, and the results are weaker, but they do not 
cover a sufficiently large class of problems.
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Our main aim in this chapter is to prove asymptotic posterior 
normality under a fairly general set of conditions which are easy to check 
and cover. ra.: wideclass ,.r of ,. - problems which embraces diverse areas of 
applications.
In Section 2 we state our regularity conditions and the main result, 
we have specialised to the case of a single parameter for reasons of 
clarity and comparison with existing results. Under the regularity 
conditions inposed by H-J, it appears that asymptotic posterior normality 
holds under weaker conditions than those needed for asymptotic normality 
of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. However, a weakening of H-J's 
conditions, in order to cover a broader range of applications, 
necessitates the introduction of other conditions which also guarantee the 
asymptotic normality of the ML estimator. From this point of view then, 
it appears that further conditions are needed for posterior normality, 
since non—local, as well as local, behaviour of the likelihood function 
must be considered.
We have aimed to give a fairly general set of conditions in order to 
cover a wide range of applications. The best approach to checking such 
conditions depends on the circumstances, and various sufficient conditions 
are discussed in Section 3. This section should also help to relate 
various approaches to the problem in the literature. In Section 4 we give 
an example of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process where our conditions are 
easily verified, but for which conditions given in the literature fail.
In Section 5, we also give an example of a non-homogeneous birth process 
(KHBP) where our conditions are also verified, but which conditions in the 
literature fail. Proofs are given in Section 6; our methods are similar 
to those of Dawid (1970), where the iid case is treated.
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In Section 7, a brief review and proof of the Bernstein von Mises 
theorem for general stochastic processes is presented.
1.2 Regularity Conditons and Statement of Result
Let Pq be probability measures defined on a family of measurable 
spaces, Where t is a discrete or continuous parameter and 0 e e, an open 
subset of R1. Let Xfc be the associated observation vector. Assume that 
the Pq are absolutely continuous with respect to or- finite measure and
let pt(xfcje) be the associated density of Pq. The log likelihood
function 1^(6) “ log p ^ x ^ e )  is assumed to exist a.e.(jLtt ).
We suppose that © has an absolutely continuous prior distribution 
over 0 with respect to Lebesgue measure, with density ir(©). Then
according to Bayes * theorem © has an absolutely continuous posterior
distribution with density.
ir^©!^) « fr(©) pt(xfc|e)/pt(xt)
where
pt(xt ) - J p^Xtl©) tt(© )d©.
0
We impose the following regularity conditions. All convergence in
distribution statements are made under the sequence Pq of measures, where
u
©0 e ©. The symbol -» will mean convergence in distribution (or ordinary 
convergence) uniformly in compact subsets of e. See Sweeting (1980) for 
definitions and properties.
A1 Prior distribution. The prior density tt(©) is continuous and positive 
throughout 0.
A2 Existence of derivatives. The log likelihood !{.(©) is a.s. twice
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differentiable with respect to © throughout ©. We define 
Ifc(©.) “ “IfC©), where a ' indicates differentiation with respect to ©. 
A3 information growth and stability. There exists a sequence of
positive functions Jt(©), continuous in 9, with Jfc(0Q ) 9 oo such that
Wt(©c ) = It(©0 )/Jt(©0 ) 4 W(©Q )
where W(©Q ) > 0 a.s.
A4 Asymptotic continuity of information. For every positive constant K,
and
(ii) sup |lt(0) - It(0o )|/Jt(0o ) “ 0
where the suprema are over 9-90 < oct.( eQ ) and
A5 Local positivitv of information. There exists a continuous function 
6(©) > 0 such that
p|^(inf lt(©) > 0) 5 l 
where the infimum is over | ©-©Q | .< 6( 0O ).
A6 Non-local behaviour of likelihood. For every positive constant 6 > 0
{Jt(©0 )}2 SUP {Pt<*t|©>/Pt<xt|eo »  * 0
©-©Q >6
Remarks. One important difference between these conditions and those in 
H-J is the use of a shrinking neighbourhood of ©Q in our condition A4, 
which may be compared with condition A5 in H-J where a fixed neighbourhood 
is taken. It can also be compared with condition C2 in Sweeting (1980)
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for the asymptotic normality of the ML estimator, which is very slightly 
weaker in not requiring the log J^ .(0) term in a^(0). in the i.i.d. case 
afc(0) corresponds to the sequence an used by Dawid (1970). To generalise 
Dawid*s approach, we need a sequence Jt(0) which measures the order of 
Ifc(0), and a condition such as A3 seems essential for our proof. This 
condition corresponds to condition Cl in Sweeting (1980), and covers 
nonergodic models where the limit distribution is nondegenerate; see for 
example Basawa and Scott (1983). Usually Jt(9) can be taken as Ee {lt(©)}, 
but it is not necessary to assume this. A condition such as A3 is avoided 
in H-J, for example, but at the expense of their strong condition A 5 . The 
uniformity requirements in A3 and elsewhere enable the final rsult to hold 
uniformly in compact subsets of 0. In addition, they allow us to dispense 
with further conditions regarding the moments of lj. and l£, for example.
It is desirable at this stage to state a rather general condition 
such as A6 for non-local behaviour, as alternative sufficient conditions 
are appropriate according to the type of application; we make some remarks 
at the end of this section. The condition C3 for non-local behaviour 
given by Chen (1985) is, in effect, the most general possible, in 
requiring that the posterior probabability outside a fixed neighbourhood 
of ©0 tend to zero. His sufficient conditions C3.1 and C3.2 (when 
specialised to the case of a single parameter), however are stronger than 
our condition A6. Also note that our conditions do not explicitly involve 
the ML estimator . Finally we note that it is possible to extend the 
result to cover cases where the range of the observations depends on © by 
using similar arguments to those in Dawid (1970 ). This has not been done 
here however in order to avoid the more complex regularity conditions.
A  sequence Tfc(0) of (measurable) functions is uniformly
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stochastically bounded (u.s.b.) if for each e > 0 and compact set K c 0  
there exists a constant c such that
; 1 ^ ^  c ) < e for all © e K.
t*® '     '."".....
In Sweeting (1980), Lemma 4, it is shown that conditions A2-A4 here imply 
the existence of a sequence ©t of local maxima of the likelihood function 
with
±
Yt(e0 ) - o£(e0 x e t- e 0 ) u.s.b. (i)
U — -
(In fact, Yt(©0 ) -» W 2(©0 )Z where Z is a standard normal variable
independent of W(©Q )). Furthermore, A5 guarantees the uniqueness of this 
sequence, with probability tending uniformly (in compact subsets) to one. 
These facts are restated in Lemma 1.6.1 for completeness. In everything 
that follows ©t will denote this quantity when it exists, and is defined 
arbitrarily otherwise. It is easy to show using A6 that this solution, 
when it exists, provides the global maximum of lt( ©) with probabilaity 
tending uniformly to one. It also follows from A3, A4 and (1) that
It(©t )/Jt(©0 ) 4 w(©0 ) (2)
and hence It(©t ) > 0 with probability tending uniformly to one.
Let 4> denote the standard normal distribution function and let 
— 1 ■
crt * It 2(©t ), which may be defined with probability tending uniformly to 
one. The following theorem is proved in Section 6.
Theorem 1.2.1. Assume A1-A6 hold. then if -a> < a<b < 00, the
posterior probability that ©t + acr^. < © < ©t + bcrt converges in
©Q- probability to 4>(b) - 4>( a ), uniformly in compact subsets of ©.
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1.3 Some Sufficient Conditions
As remarked in the previous section, the regularity condition are 
rather general in nature and there are alternative approaches to their 
verification. Conditions A1 and A2 require no comment. Conditions A3 and 
A4 are similar to conditions Cl and C2 in Sweeting (1980) for the 
asymptotic normality of the ML estimator, and some remarks are made there 
regarding checking these conditions.
The main purpose of this section is to discuss alternative ways of 
checking A6, for which we identify three main aproaches. The first of 
these is particularly useful in the case of i.i.d. observations, and 
follows Walker (1969) and Dawid (1970). We define the following three 
conditions.
51 There exist continuous functions r)( e, eQ ) with rj(e,e0 ) > 0, e^eo such 
that
4 ( | i t ( e )  - ^ ( © o H / J ^ e o )  > - n<e,eQ )) “ o .
52 For all©, ©Q e ©, there exist positive continuous functions 8(©,©0 )
u
and k(6,©0 ), 6 > 0, with k(6,©0 ) -» 0 as 6 •» 0, such that for all 
0 < 6 < 6(©,©0 )
p| ( sup ( l ^ e 1) - It<e)}/Jt(e0 )>k(s(e0 )) “ o 
° |e'-e|«s
53 If © unbounded, there exist positive continuous functions A(©0 ) and 
t)(©0 ) such that
. p| ( sup (lt(e) - it(0o ))/Jt(eo ) > -n(©0 )) “ o 
° |©-e0 |>A(e0 )
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It can be shown using a compactness argument along the lines of 
Walker (1969) that SI-S3 imply that for all 8>0 there exists a 
positive continuous function tj(©0 ) such that f
sup Jitte) - it(e0 ))/Jt(e0 ) > -n(e0 >) “ o (3)
®-®o|>6
It is then a straightforward matter to deduce A6 from (3). Conditions 
SI—S3 can be ensured by imposing conditions on the individual 
conditional densities, on applying a weak law of large numbers; see 
for example the conditions given by Walker (1969) and Dawid (1970) in 
the i.i.d. case.
An alternative to (3) would be to stipulate the slightly weaker 
condition.
S4 For all 6>0, e>0 and compact set K c ©, there exists rpo such that
lim P© ( sup “ 1t<eo » / Jt<®o> > -P> < 6
° |®-®o|>B
for all ©Q e K. (That is, sup {1^.(6) - lfc(©Q )}/<Jt(©Q ) is u.s.b. away 
from zero from below).
Condition S4 also implies A6. It can be shown that S4 is equivalent 
to (a non-uniform version of) condition A4 in H-J, in view of 
(2). This condition does not seem to be as convenient as (3) however, 
as it is not clear how one could split S4 into separate conditions 
corresponding to S1-S3.
Conditions such as S1-S3 or S4 may be hard to check in practice; more­
over, there are cases of interest where they do not hold. On the other 
hand, it is often the case that the likelihood function is eventually
P®o(
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unimodal. Under conditions A2-A5 It can be shown that this simple 
condition guarantees A6. Specifically, assume
55 There-exists a. unique solution of 1^ .( Q ) - 0, with probability tending 
uniformly to one. The following result is proved in Section 5.
Lemma i.3.1. if A2-A5 hold, then S5 implies A6.
In practice, it is often a straightforward matter to verify S5 
directly.
When the preceding two approaches fail, a third alternative to 
checking A6 is to use a direct approach based on moments. Write
sup {lt( e)-lt(e0)},pt(e0)=Ee M e o),a|(0o)=var At(©0). 
e-«o|>8
56 For all 8>0
(i) jifc(eQ ) + ± log Jt(©0 ) 4 -oo
(ii) <rt(eQ)/fit(eo) 5 0
It is a routine matter to show that S6 implies A6.
1.4 Example It A Non-Homoaeneous Poisson Process.
In this section we illustrate our results using a non-homogeneous 
Poisson process (NHPP) with increasing intensity. This example is 
illuminating as it demonstrates both the need for a shrinking 
neighbourhood in our continuity condition A4, and the second approach to 
checking non-local behaviour discussed in the last section.
NHPP's are used as models in a variety of situations; we mention in 
particular their important application in the reliability field. 
Processes with power or exponentially increasing intensity functions serve
At(0o ) -
as natural models in repairable systems reliability; see the book by 
Ascher and Feingold (1984) for example for a review.
Consider then a NHPP with .time-dependent intensity function A( t ) 
observed over the time interval [0,t ). Suppose that Nt events cure 
observed at times xA,... Then the likelihood function is given by
Nt t
n A(xA ) exp [- J A(u)du]. 
i«l o
Assume now that A(t) * ©e0t, ©>0. The log likelihood is
Nt
lt(©) = Nt log © + © E x± - (e0*1 - l)
i=l
with derivatives
Nt
1^(©> = Nt/© + E x± - te0fc 
i=l
ljl(©) * -[Nt/©2 + t2eet] .
Take Jt( ©) « t2e0fc; A2 is trivially satisfied, and A3 holds since
It(eo>/Jt<eo> ¥ 1 *
For condition A4 we have
a£(©) « k2 t“2(2 log t + ©t) e_0t,
and
{lt<e) - it(©o )}/Jt(0o ) - {e<e_eo)t - l) + ut<e0 ) (6)
where ut(©0 ) - t"”2(e”2 - 0~2) Hte“’eot . Taking all suprema over 
| © ~ © o |  < <x^(©q), clearly sup|ut(©0 )| H. 0. Also
21
i (&-©o )t , tocfc(0 ) u
sup |e ° - i| < t «fc(0o ) e ■> O
as t2a^(0o ) -> 0/ and A4 is satisfied.
Conditions A5 and S5 are trivially satisfied since It(©) > t2 for all 
9>0. (It is enough to show that 1^(0) is monotonic for S5, since A2-A4 
guarantee the existence of a local maximum, with probability tending 
uniformly to one). Condition A6 therefore holds by Lemma 1.3.1.
Theorem 2.1 therefore applies for this process. We note that it is 
essential here to take a shrinking neighbourhood of 0O in condition A4. 
For example, consider condition A5 in H-J. Consider again (6), and now 
take the supremum over | ©—©Q | ^ 6 for some fixed 6>0. Again,
u
sup |ut(©)| § 0 but now
(0“©rt)t | CL
sup |e ° - 1 > e5t - 1 oo.
Under our conditions, it is readily verified that one can replace ©Q by 
©t, and Jt(e0 ) by *t(®t) in so we have
P
and condition A5 in H-J cannot hold.
*■
Next we show that conditions for non-local behaviour of lt( ©) of the 
type used in Walker (1969), Dawid (1970) and H-J do not hold here. As 
discussed in Section 3, condition A4 in H-J is equivalent to a non-uniform 
version of our sufficient condition S4. We have
Nt ^ ^
(it(e) - it(e0))/Jt(e0)= [Nt log (e/eQ) + (e-e0) c xx - (eet - e&° )] (7)
. i=*l
/Jt<eo>
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and In view of the Lemma in the appendix, we have
Nt t t
E( X  * | s X(s) ds * J s e
- .-i— L —     -o—   o
08 ds
- te®fc - - e0t + - . 
e e
Similarly
Mt t 2i.pet o^et
20et 2te , 2ee — ——  + —k—
e
Var ( £ x ^  = | s2 X(s)ds - t
i=i
Then applying Tchehychev inequality, equation 7 becomes 
{it(e> - it(0o »/ J t(eo ) - {eeot - + op<i)
At ©■» ©0- 8 for any 6>o,
eQt
e ° (e-eQ )t
[1 - e ° ] + o_(l)
e_t J B'
t2e °
[1 - e~8t] + op(i)
and the r.ti.s. tends to zero in probability as t -> oo. clearly condition 
S4 cannot be satisfied.
In Chapter 4, we deduce general conditions under which one has 
asymptotic posterior normality for NHPP. Generally, many NHPP's with 
increasing intensity satisfy our conditions but fail to satisfy other 
conditions imposed in the literature. One would also expect similar 
behaviour for nonergodic Markov processes with time dependent transition 
rates.
1.5 Example lit A Non-Homoaeneous Birth Process (NHBP).
In this section, in the same spirit as Section 4, we illustrate our 
results using a non-ergodic example, a NHBP. This example also’ 
demonstrates the need for a shrinking neighbourhood in our continuity 
condition A4.
Let {X( t ) t>0) be a pure birth process with birth rate A(t)
t
depending on a real parameter 0. We denote j A(u)du by ^  0 . This is
o
termed a non-homogeneous birth process (NHBP). Suppose we observe (X(t)) 
with X(o) = 1, continuously over (0,T), and let Tk = tk - tk-1 be the 
interval between births (k - 1,2,...,). Suppose N births occur during 
(0,T) at points tj^  < t2 <,...,< tN < T. Here, N is a random variable, 
tQ= 0 and N = X(T)-1.
The likelihood of this sample is
N **X T
L = n exp {~k | A(u)du). k A(tk ) exp {-(N+l) | A(u)du) (1) 
X=1 tk-1 %
N N *X
“ n k A(tk ) exp { - E X  | A(u)du
k=l k=l tk_i
N *X N k
Note that E X J A(u)du « E E I*
X=1 tk_i k=l j=l
where Ik = J A(u)du, which becomes 
tx-i
T
- (N+l) { A(u)du) (2)
*N
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and hence (2) becomes
N N T
L = n k Mt^) exp {- E { A(u)du} .
k=l j=0 t^
The log likelihood, ignoring terms free from e, is
N N T
log L = E log {X(tk )} - E f A(u)du . (3)
k=l j-0 t^
Q*.
Assume now that A( t ) = eet7C, 0>O. The log-likelihood becomes
N N T  4
lt(©) = E {log A(tj)} - E j A(u)du. (4)
j=l j=0 tj
N N 0t.
N log e + e E t j - e (eOT - e 1) 
3=1
N N e t .
» N log 0 + 0 E t j  - (N+l) eOT + E  e  3 
3=1 3=0
and the derivatives
N N N et
3^(6) = - + E tj - (N+l)T e^A + E tj e J (6)
e j=l j=l
n N  o <arn ^  9 6 t j
1^(©)  ---2 - (N+l)T2eOT + E tj2 e 1
6 3=1
and N « cirp N o et^
IT(0) = -2 + (N+l)T2eOT - e tj e 3 . (7)
6 j=l
o©T ~
Take JT(0) =• e T .
u
A2 is trivially satisfied and A3 holds since It(©)/JT(0) ■» W. The 
density of W is e"^ for w>0 and E(W) *= 1. This follows from the well 
known result in the literature (see Athreya and Ney (1972), Jager (1973),
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Keiding (1974)), that if {X(t);t>0} is a birth process withX(o) = 1 then
ti±. a -M+- q a.s
E(X( t ) = e and there exists a random variable W such that Xfce 4 W
For the following result on the non-homogeneous birth process, see
Chapter 4:
N T „
E( E k(X±))^ j k(s) X(s) e s'9 ds (7a)
i®*! o
From (7)
E[It(©)] = + T2 eeWA eeT - J s2 X(s) esG ee W  ds.
e©T m
e e - l  o  ^ © T  Am r o  n a  « © s
0‘
Where
T ,©s o ^0T o «©T ,T ^e0s
f s2 X(s)es0ee ds = T2 e^e0 - T2ee - + 2f ~—  (®s + *) ds
o e Ji ee2es
(S)
after substitution for X(s) and some transformations. Hence, E lt(©) 
becomes
e©T—1 a t e©T T As 1
e? + T2 ee + ^  _ 2 f e<ees- 20s) (g + ^  ds
©2 ® l ®
so that
E !*.(©)
4 l . (9)
Jt<G >
u
Therefore, It<©)/j (©)** W follows from Chapter 4 because X(s) satisfies Nl 
where W > 0 a.s. Thus A3 holds.
For condition A4, we have
2 2 e0*1 + log T2
a (©) « K2 -------- ----- . (10)
T e0*  2ee Tz
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and
/  0  0  \ » p  **
sup| {IT(©)-IT(S0 )}|/JT(©0 )<sup|{e ° - 1}| 4-sup|uJ,(e0 )| (1 1 )
Where
1^(0) = {Nt (i2 - i2 ) 4- x  (e®^ - e0ot3)}/{T2
Taking all suprema over |©-©0 | < (^(©q ) clearly sup|uT(0o )| 5 o. Also
(12)
u
as T aT(0o ) -» o, and A4 is satisfied.
Condition A5 and S5 are trivially satisfied since IT(©) > 0. (Note 
that J^(©) •> oo as T ■> co, and W>0 a.s.). For S5, it is enough to show that
maximum, with probability tending uniformly to one. Condition A6 therefore 
holds by Lemma 1.3.1.
Theorem 1.2.1 therefore applies for this process. We note that it is 
essential here to take a shrinking neighbourhood of ©Q in condition A4. 
For example, consider condition A5 in H-J. Consider again (11), and now 
take the supremum over |©-0O | < 6 for some fixed 6>0.
Again, sup|ut(©)| § o but now
Under our conditions, just as in example 4, it is readily verified that
Xp( 0) is monotonic, since A2-A4 guarantee the existence of a local
suple
(©-eo )T
l| > e6T - 1 -» oo (13)
one can replace ©Q by ©T , and JT(©0 ) by rT(©T ) in (11), so we have
SUp|lT(©) — I,|i(6)|/Iqi(©p) ^ qq (14)
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and condition A5 in H-J cannot hold.
Next we show that conditions for non-local behaviour of lt( 0) of the 
type used in Walker (1969), Dawid (1970) and H-J also do not hold here. As 
discussed in Section 3, Condition A4 in H-J is equivalent to a non-uniform 
version of our sufficient condition S4. But here, at © = ©Q- 6 for any 
6>0, it is easily seen that
| (Xrp(e) - iT(e0 ))|/JT(e0 ) « t“z <i-e-6T) + op(i) (1 5 )
and the r.h.s. tends to zero in probability. Clearly condition S4 cannot 
hold.
1.6 Proof of the main theorem.
After a preparatory lemma, we give the proofs of Theorem 1.2.1 and 
Lemma 1.3.1. The following lemma mimics Lemma 2 in Dawid (1970).
Lemma 1.6.1.
Suppose conditions A2-A5 hold. Then 
(1) With 0O- probability tending uniformly to one, there is a unique 
solution ©t of 1^ .(9) = 0 in 10—©0 1 * 6(®o^ at wbicb point 1^(0) assumes 
its maximum value over this region.
1
2
(ii) Jt(©0 ^ et eo> is u *s *b *
(iii) lt(0o ) - lt(0t ) is u.s.b.
(iv) sup (1^.(0) - lt(0o )}/{a|(©o ) Jt(0o )} S - ^W(0O ) ,
Where the supremum is over at(0O ) < |0-0Q | < 6(©0 ).
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Proof. (i), (ii). The existence of et and the u.s.b. in (ii) follows 
from Lemma 4 in Sweeting (1980). The uniqueness in 10~©o | < 8(©0 )
follows from A5.
(iii) Taylor’s theorem gives
it<e0) - l^e*) - -a <ec- 5t)2 rt(<)
where ©£ lies between ©0 and ©t . The result follows from (ii), and since
It(©t>/Jt(©0 ) 5 W(©0 )/ from A3, A4 and (ii).
(iv) From (i), (ii) and A5 it follows that, with probability tending 
uniformly to one,
s u p t ^ © )  - lt(0o )] - maxt^e^j ± at) - ^ (©o)]
with the supremum over at(©0 ) < |©-©0 | < 6(©Q ). A Taylor expansion now
gives
V eo *.«t> - - ± at v 6©) - i at It(0t>
where |e£ - ©Q | < ctf Under conditions A2-A4,
— 1 # u —^
*Jt ^ © 0 ) \ ( e o ) -> Wa(©Q )Z where Z is standard normal, independent of W(©Q )
t u
(Theorem 1, Sweeting <1980)), and so lt(©0 )/{at(©0 )Jt(©0 )} * 0 since
4 u * u
at(©0 ) Jt*(©0 ) -» oo. Finally A3, A4 and (ii) imply that It(©t )/Jt(©Q ) *> W(©Q )
and the assertion follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.1. For brevity, we drop the argument ©Q in 
Jt(©0 ). at(©o)/ 6(©Q ) etc. From Bayes* Theorem the required posterior 
probability is M/N where
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N = | tr(©) pt(xt |©) d©
e
and M is the same integral over the Interval a«rt < | ©-©0 1 < h(Tt. Write 
N * Njl + N2/ Where N1# N2 are the integrals over the regions |©-©0 | < at' 
|©—©0 | > at respectively. Consider first N^; Taylor expansion gives
it(©) - it<0t> = - i < 0-0t>2 M 0?)
where ©J lies between © and ©t . Write R^-C©) * a2{lt(©£) - lt(©t )). 
Taking exponentials and applying condition Al gives
(Pt(xt|et) Nj ~ TT(e0)N3
where
N3 “ "t1
©—0.
| e*p<-(2o%) 1 (©-©t )2(l+Rt(©))d© .
, K
^t1
oo
j exp{-(2<yl )~H ©-©t )2( l+RtC ©) }d©
—oo
+ op(l) (7a)
defining Rfc(®) 8 0 if |©-©0 |>at . By virtue of A3, A4 and Lemma l.6.l.(ii) 
(one can replace ©0 by ©t and Jt(©) by lt(©t ) in Rt(©)), then
Rt<<|> * 0 <7b)
In view of (7b) and properties of the normal integral, the term under
the square bracket in (7a) tends to V2tt a uniformly, and hence
u
N3 -» V2iT
We therefore have
{pt(xt |©t )at ) 1 Nx -» n(eo )(2n)4
u
(7)
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Consider next, N2; we can write
N2 " n(e) e x p i r e )  - it(©0 )) a©
e-e0 l>|>at
Thus
{pt(Xt|©t )at J 1 n 2 - te*p{lt(©0 ) - lt(©t ))][lt(©t )/Jt ]z n 4 (8)
where
1
m4 “ JtZ I Ir(e) exp(lt(©) ~ de •
©-0^I>OC^
Splitting the integrand over the regions cxj.< |©~0O |<6, |e-eo |>6, and
writing
vt - -2 Sup {it(©> - it<e0 )}/af Jt
<xt<|©-©0|«8
we see that
J^2y  \ _1_
*»4 < Jtz + Jt2, syp tPt<xt|e )/Pt<xt|eo>)-
' © - © o | > 8
The second term on the r.h.s. tends uniformly to zero" from A6. Let e > 0
-9 Uand choose K in A4 such that P(W < 2K, ) < e. Since V^ _ -» W from Lemma
1.6.l(iv), it follows that lim P(V,_ < 2K 2 ) < e. Finally, the first two
t4oo
factors on the r.h.s. of (8) axe u.s.b. from Lemma l.6.l(ii), (iii) and 
conditions A3 and A4.
It is a well known fact that if Xj. and Yt are arbitrary sequences of 
r.v.'s and are uniformly stochastically bounded, then is also
uniformly stochastically bounded. Then, using this standard argument, we 
have.
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lim P© ({Pt<xt|et>°t>“’1 N2 > e) < e . (9)
t4oo °
Since the convergence in (7) holds for all K>0, it follows from (7) 
and (9) that
tet<x t|®t>0t*"’1 N  *  tt(&0 )(2it)z .
Finally, consider H. In view of Lemma 1.6.l(ii), with probability 
tending uniformly to one, the interval a<Tt < 10-©t j < bcrt is contained in 
the region |©—©0 1 < o^, and it follows in exactly the same way as (7) 
that
t P t ^ l ^ t ^ t r 111 * ir(eo )(2n)*{4>(b) - 4>(a)}.
The result now follows on dividing M by N.
if
Proof of Lemma 1.3.1. From Lemma 1.6.1(1), with probability tending 
uniformly to one, lt(©) attains its unique maximum value in the interval 
|e-©0 | « 6(©0 ), and hence
sup (lt(©) - lt(©0 >} '< ,SUP , {lt(©) - lt(©0 )}.
|©“©o|>6 at<|e-©0 |<6(©0 )
Therefore from Lemma l.6.1(iv)
sup <lt<e) - it(e0 )} + ilog Jt < - i (K2^  - 1) log Jt (10)
e-e0 |>e
with probability tending uniformly to one, with Vt defined as in the proof
u
of Theorem 1.2.1. Since (10) holds for all K>0, and Vt ■» w, it follows
u
that the l.h.s. of (10) -» -oo exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.2.1.
1.7 Bernstein Von-Mises Theorem for Stochastic Processes.
I
Review ofLiterature -■
Many of the basic ideas and techniques for the Bernstein Von-Mises 
theorem originated in the fundamental paper by Laplace (1847). He proved 
that the posterior distribution of the unknown parameter of interest tends 
to the normal law els the number of observations increases. A century 
later, this important result was obtained independently by Bernstein 
(1934) and Von-Mises (edited (1964), Chapter VII, Section C,pp 345-362). 
They were both concerned with the classical model of independent, 
identical observations (see Lecam (1953) for early historical remarks). 
Modem versions of these theorems can be found in LeCam (1958) where, 
using some regularity conditions, he demonstrated the convergence in the 
first mean of the normalised posterior density to the appropriate normal 
density when the observed chance variables are independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d). This was later generalised to moments of the 
posterior density by Bickel and Yahqv (1969). (See a recent monograph by 
Lehmann (1983) for details). Borwanker et al (1971) gave the generalised 
version of the theorem for strict Markov processes, and an extension to a 
class of stochastic processes is given by Basawa and Rao (1980). Basu
(1983) proved the theorem for a class of diffusion processes arising as 
solutions of stochastic differential equations. it is also 
observed that certain processes of practical interest are not covered by 
conditions presented by the previous investigators. Moreover, in some 
cases the conditions imposed are too stringent and involve the central 
limit theory.
In this section we obtain the Bernstein Von-Mises theorem under a 
fairly general set of conditions which covers a wide class of problems. As
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an application of the Bernstein Von Mises theorem, we obtain asymptotic 
properties of Bayes* estimators for a suitable class of loss functions, 
and show that the maximum likelihood estimator and Bayes estimator are 
asymptotically equivalent. For some previous work, see Bickel and Yahav 
(1969), Chao (1970), Lehmann (1983), for i.i.d. case, Borwanker et al 
(1971) for Markov processes and Basawa and Rao (1980) for a class of 
stochastic processes. Smother approach to the study of asymptotic 
behaviour of maximum likelihood estimators and Bayes estimators for a 
class of stochastic processes can be found in the monograph by Ibragimov 
and Hasminskii (1981). This idea, which is termed the differentiability 
in quadratic mean approach, was initiated by LeCam (1960, 1966), and this 
was lately generalised to a wider class of stochastic processes by 
Jeganathan (1982). For some other related work, see Ibragimov and 
Hasminskii (1972, 1973, 1975a,b), Levit (1974) and Swensen (1983).
Although the conclusions of Theorem 1 .7 . 1  are quite far reaching, the 
proof is remarkably easy. The reason is that in view of the implication 
of our main Theorem 1 .2 .1 , ©t is already in a neighbourhood of the true 
value ©0 , so an expansion about ©Q essentially linearizes the problem and 
thereby prepares the way for the proof of Lemma 1.7.1 in Theorem 1.7.1 
below. Bickel and Yahav (1969) have obtained similar results taking a 
decision theoretic point of view. The aim of this section is to establish 
generalisations and give some extensions of the results on the asymptotic 
behaviour of Bayes estimators to a wider class of stochastic processes.
We impose the following further condition 
A7. J |©|^ tf(©) de < 00 for some p > 0
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Theorem i.7.1. Suppose 0 e R and ^(mJx^.) is the posterior density of 
1
M - l£(0t )(0-0t ). If A1-A7 hold and H(M)/(1+|m |p ) is bounded, then
j |h (M)| ^ ( M l x t ) -  $(M) jdM •> o (in probability,) (1).
1 -x 2/2where 4>(x) “ --- e , the density function of the standard normal
V2tt
distribution.
We shall prove the following lemmas to establish the main result, 
Omitting the argument of ©t . Let lt * it(©t ) , * cxt(©t ) etc.
Lemma 1.7.1.
J1 ®J|h (H)| |ew<M > tr(0t t It 2M) - e *M tf<©0 >| <** * 0
where W(M) — ifc(©t + rt 2 M  ^“ lt(et ^ * In particular,
a - ^ U ijfl2 1
ct * j ^ ® t  * It2M  ^eW(M> dM •> J e 2 tr(0o )dM = n(eo )(2n)z
Proof. As remarked before, the fact that ©t is in the neighbourhood of 
the true value of ©Q essentially linearizes the problem of expansion
* u
about 0. Hence the proof that -> 0 can easily be adapted from our proof
of the main theorem 1.2.1 in Section 6. In the first part of the range
of integration i.e. |0-©t |< cxt(©^.), where at(©t ) = K log If
rt
the proof goes through as before, since the multiplication of the 
integrand by H(M) does not affect its integrability. However, in the 
second part of the range of integration i.e., ©~©t > a^(0^ .), the proof
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requires some changes. Splitting the integrand over the regions 
* |®“®t| < 6' |©—©t| > 6 and writin9
Vt - - 2 sup ^ {It(e)-it(et )}/{a|(©t )it}
|® |<B
we see that
1 /xr2 !_ (K V  “1 } ■ ■ JL
it * t + it2 sup{pt(xt |e)/pt(xt |et )}
©-©fc >6
{J(l+|M|P )Tr(M)dM) .
The last term is bounded in view of condition A7. Then the results follow 
using similar arguments as in Section 6. In particular, the second term
on the r.h.s. in the square brackets tends uniformly to zero from A6 (in
*
view of A3 and A4).
Lemma 1.7.2.
_M^/ 2 u
J2 «J|H(M)| |ct «J> (MJ - e *** * 0
Proof.
 i —yp/z
J2 < |ct(2TT) 2 -  TT(eo )|‘ { |H(M )je dM
Since H(M)/( 1 + |m |p ) is bounded the result follows from Lemma 1.7.1
Proof of the main theorem 1.7.1.
The left hand side of (1) is equal to J cj1 where
— 1
J =[|h(M)| |eW<M > iT(©t + It z M) - Ct <J> (M )| dM
and Ct is defined in Lemma 1.7.1. Now J < + J2, where and J2 are
also given in Lemma 1.7.1 and 1.7.2 respectively, from which the result 
follows.
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On the basis of Theorem 1.7.1, we are able to prove the principal 
result of this section.
Theorem 1.7.2. Suppose A1-A6 hold and A7 holds with p = l and let be
the Bayes estimator when the prior density is rr and the loss is 
squared-error. Then
1 A ~ 
it2(et)(©t - ©0) •» M(o.i)
where the convergence is uniformly in probability and N( 0,1) is the
4S0
standard normal, so that ©t is consistent and asymptotically efficient. 
Proof, we have
2- A "5T A ~ A J*/ A \/ A  A \ J— T */ A \/ A   A \ X T fcV(©t)(©t- ©0) * it*<et)(et- ©t) + it*(©t)(©t- ©0) .
The second term has the limiting normal distribution Z, in view of 
Sweeting (1980) since
1 — 1 1 J_
it2(©t )<et- e0 ) = (Jt(©t )) 2 It2(©fc) Jt2(©t )(©t-°o>
U -  — 1
■» W2(©~> W2(©„) z = z ,
so it remains to show that
"J A' A uit2<et)<et- et) •> o
Note for a squared-error loss function, the Bayes estimator is simply the 
posterior mean of © given X^ .. Thus
©t* } © 7T(©|xt )d© * |(It2M + ©t ) rr^Mjxt) dM
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and hence
lt2(©t )(S-et ) « | M ir*(H|xt)dM .
Thus
|lte(0t )(©-©t )|«|J M tr*(M|xfc)dM - | M <|>(M) dM|
< |  |h | ) — 4>(M)| dM
which tends to zero uniformly in probability by Theorem 1.7.1(H).
Remark. An implication of Theorem 1.7.2 is that the Bayes estimator and 
the maximum likelihood estimator are asymptotically equivalent. (See 
Sweeting (1983) and Basawa and Scott (1983) for some related comments 
along this line).
Finally, we note that Theorem 1.7.2 is unfortunately of no help in 
choosing among different estimators, since prior distributions satisfying 
assumptions A1 and A7 lead to the same asymptotic behaviour.
Further extensions.
(a) Our main theorems were stated under the assumption that it is the 
density of a proper distribution, so that the integral is equal to unity. 
There is a trivial but useful extension to the case which j tt( 0) d© •= co 
but where there exists tQ so that the posterior density
p(X1,...,Xt^|©) tt(©)
Jp CXj^ , ...,^1©) tt(©) d©
of 0 given X.,..., XI is with probability one a proper density satisfying
assumptions (Al) and (A7). The posterior density of © given
it(© X± V
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Xjl, ... /X t (t > tQ ) when © has a prior;density it is then the same as the
<v
posterior density of © given X^ . ,..., X^ . where © has the prior density rr
and the result follows.
(b) Another generalisation is that, rather than requiring the posterior 
density tr to be proper with finite expectation after a fixed time tQ , it 
is enough to assume that it satisfies these conditions when
t
(X1,...,Xfc ) e St where P0 (St ) •> l as tQ do.
CHAPTER 2
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 ^ ^  ASYMPTOTIC POSTERIOR NORMALITY FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES:
THE MUI/TIPARAMETER CASE .
2.1 Introduction and Review of the Literature.
The literature on statistical analysis and estimation for stochastic 
processes in the multiparameter case is vast, this problem occuring in a 
variety of real life situations. We shall not attempt to give a full 
review of the literature but call attention to Billingsley (1961), Basawa 
and Rao (1980), Hall and Heyde (1981), Lehmann (1981) and Basawa and Scott
(1983), just to mention a few. The problem of estimation in
multiparameter situations has in particular attracted some attention
recently both because of its considerable practical importance, and 
because the non-ergodic processes belong to the class of models for which 
reasonable optimality criteria and hypothesis testing procedures are being 
sought. (See for example, Heyde, (1979, 1982), Hudson (1982, 1983),
Basawa and Scott (1983), Basawa and Becker (1983), Adke and Manjunafh
(1984)). In particular, for some early work on estimation for birth and 
death processes, see Kendall (1949), Moran (1951) and Bartlett (1955). 
Bartlett (1955) pointed out that maximum likelihood estimation usually 
leads to a rather unwieldy equation, but this has been systematically 
dealt with by Keiding (1975).
On estimation for branching processes with immigration, see Heyde and 
Senata (1972, 1974) for historical discussion, development and
applications, Quinn (1976, 1977), Klimko and Nelson (1978), Bhat and Adke
(1981), Vehkataraman (1982), Hudson (1982, 1983a,b) and Pruscha (1985).
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Most of these papers are on subcritical branching processes, I.e. 
belonging to the ergodlc class of models. Heyde and Senata (1972, 1974) 
in Section 5 gave an interesting account of how this model is used in the 
natural sciences, and attempted to estimate various parameters in the. 
model. This was further developed by Quinn (1976, 1977). Klimko and
Nelson (1978) developed the method of conditional Least Squares and used 
simulation to estimate the unknown parameters in a subcritical branching 
process with immigration (SBPX). Venkataraman (1982) used the technique of 
time-series analysis on the estimation problem of SBPI.
The classical approach to the question of optimal procedure, 
asymptotic inference and hypothesis testing for branching processes with 
immigration has been considered in detail by Hudson (1982, I983a,b),
Basawa and Scott (1983), Basawa and Becker (1983), Manjunath (1985). 
Pruscha (1985) investigates the continuous time branching processes 
allowing immigration based on the theory of multivariate point processes. 
Asymptotic results on parametric inference are also derived for the 
subcritical case. It is noted, however, that only a small proportion of 
the literature is on the asymptotic theory of estimation for general 
stochastic processes which covers the nonergodic models. Moreover, apart 
from Heyde (1982), not much has been done on the asymptotic Bayesian 
theory. Heyde (1982) (details are provided in Johnstone (1978)) extended 
the H-J (1979) theorem to the multiparameter case. In Chapter 1, our main 
theorem was for the single parameter case to facilitate the comparison of 
our conditions with those imposed by earlier investigators. This is 
extended to the multiparameter case in this Chapter. The ideas presented 
in this Chapter are as for the single parameter case but the details of 
the proof have extra substance as do the regularity conditions which 
involve the use of the spectral norm and take account of the relative
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information provided by the observations corresponding to different 
parameters. Our conditions as a whole have greater generality and 
flexibility than those previously assumed by other investigators on 
estimation theory for certain classes of stochastic processes. It seems 
as if these are not yet available in such a general form in the 
multiparameter case. Finally, it is pertinent to mention that all the 
remarks made in Chapter 1 are still relevant here. Most of the results 
mimic the single parameter case.
This Chapter is organised as follows: the regularity conditions and
statement of result are presented in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. Proofs 
are given in Section 4. Some sufficient conditions are discussed in
Section 5. The Bernstein von Mises Theorem and its application are stated 
in Section 6. In Section 7, we give an example to illustrate the 
application of the theory. A branching process with immigration is 
considered in detail. In fact, there are many other significant 
multiparameter applications (in the epidemiological context, and for 
queueing systems) to make this a worthwhile task.
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2.2 Notation and Regularity Conditions.
Let (0^,2^.) be a family of measurable spaces where t is a discrete or 
continuous time parameter/ and let Pq be probability measures defined on 
(nj./Aj.) the parameter e e ©, an open subset of R p . Let xfc be the 
associated observation vector. Assume that, for each t and e e G, Pq is 
absolutely continuous with respect to a cr-finite measure let pt(xt |©) 
be the associated density of Pq. The log-likelihood function lt(©) = 
log p ^ x ^ © )  is SLSsumed to exist a.e. fit . Let Ut(©) '* 1 .^(©), the vector 
of first order derivatives of lt( 0) and lj!(©) be the matrix of second 
order derivatives. Note that the continuity of l£(©) implies that it 
is symmetric. Let be the space of all pxp matrices. The identity 
matrix in Mp will be Ip. Let A be a real pxp matrix. The spectral norm 
of A is defined by
||a ||2 = sup{|Ax|2 : |x|2 = 1} - ^ ( A 1*).
We shall use X „,aY( B ), X min(B > den°te the maximum and the minimum
eigenvalues of a (symmetric) matrix B and T denote the transpose. Thus,
if B is symmetric and has eigenvalues ... ,-Ap, then | |b | | = max
1 < k < p
Also, |a | = n A^(A), will denote the determinant of the matrix A. In the 
i*=l
sequel for a vector v we will use v>0 to mean each element of v is 
positive. We suppose that © has an absolutely continuous prior 
distribution over © with respect to Lebesgue measure, with density rr(©). 
Then according to Bayes' theorem © has an absolutely continuous posterior 
distribution with density
^(©Ixfc) = rr(©) PtCxtleVPtCx*.)
where
;Pt<Xfc)'-.'J Pt<xt|e> ir(©) d© . e
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We Impose the following regularity conditions. All convergence in
distribution statements are made under the sequence p£ of measures, where
o
u
©Q e © . The symbol will mean convergence in distribution (or ordinary 
convergence) uniformly in compact subsets of 0. See sweeting (1980) for 
definitions and properties.
A* 1. Prior Distribution. The prior density tt(6) is continuous and
positive throughout 0.
A'2. Existence of Derivatives. The log-likelihood 1^(6) is a.s. twice 
differentiable with respect to © throughout ©. We define It( 0) =
[—1£( ©)], where a* indicates differentiation with respect to 0.
A*3. Information Growth and Stability. There exist non-random positive
u
definite matrices At(©), continuous in ©, satisfying (At(©)) 4 o such
that 1___________________j__ip ^
wt<e0) - {At(eo)} a rt(e0) UAtCeo)} -» w(e0)
where W(©0 ) > 0 a.s.
A*4. Asymptotic Continuity of Information. For every positive constant K,
± JL
(i) s i i p H ^ e ) } -1 At(e0 ) - ip || “ °
where the sup is over the set |©“®0 | < “t^o^
JL X
(ii) sup| |{A^(e0 ))-1 cxt(®) - || ■* 0
where the sup is over the set |©“^ 0 < at^eo^
«t(eo>-
k  iog||at.(e0 )|[
.x min eo )
2
•> o
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A*5. Local Positivitv of Information. There exists a continuous function 
8(0) > o such that
Remark. One important difference between these conditions and those in 
Heyde (1982) is in the use of a shrinking neighbourhood of 0O in our 
condition A*4, which may be compared with condition (v) in Heyde (1982) 
where a fixed neighbourhood is taken. Also, we do not need the smallest 
and largest eigenvalue to grow at the same rate. There is however# a very 
weak requirement on the relative growth rates of these eigenvalues in A ’4, 
where we require that <xt(©0 ) 4 o. Condition A'4 can be compared with 
condition C2 in Sweeting (1980) for the asymptotic normality of the ML 
estimator# Which is slightly weaker in not requiring the log | |a ^(©)| | 
term in o^(©).
We make some remarks concerning square roots of positive definite
j. j.
matrices. Let A2(A2 ) be a left (the corresponding right) square root of
± T _j_ j_
positive definite matrix A# i.e. A2 A2 •» A. In addition# set A2 - (A2 )
__T T_±
A 2 *=■ (A2 ) . Note that left (right) square roots are unique up to an 
orthogonal transformation from the right (from the left). Unique 
continuous versions of the square root are the Cholesky square root (see 
Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1985) for details). The left Cholesky square root 
is defined to be the (unique) lower triangular ma.trix with positive
Where the infimum is over ©-©Q < 5(©0 )
A'6. Non-local Behaviour of Likelihood. For every positive 8>0
Where the supremum is over {© e © : ©-©0 > 6}
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diagonal elements and can be computed without solving any eigenvalue
JL _L JL
problems. Suppose A •» A2 is the Cholesky square root? then Af(©t ), Aj(©)
are lower triangular matrices with positive diagonal entries/ and the matrix
i i
At2( et ) a £( ©) shares the same properties. Hence this matrix is the
 !_  ^ _ T ^ »p
Cholesky square root of Afcz(©t ) ©) (Afcz(©t )). Note that we cannot argue
X
in this way if Az is the symmetric positive definite square root, since 
the product of symmetric matrices is in general not symmetric. Thus, the 
use of the Cholesky square root is advantageous not only from the 
computational, but from the theoretical viewpoint too. These remarks 
apply to all our results and will not be mentioned in the sequel.
2.3 Results.
The following lemma is important in order to establish our main 
theorem. It mimics lemma 1.6.1 in the proof for the single parameter case 
(For brevity, in some cases in this section, we drop the argument of ©0 in 
At(©0 ) and at(©0 )).
Lemma 2.3.
Suppose conditions A'2-A'5 hold. Then
(i) With ©0- probability tending uniformly to one, there is a unique 
solution ©t of Ut(0) “ 0 in |®"e0 | < ®(eo^ at which point lj.(©) assumes 
its maximum value over the region.
(ii) A£(©0 )(©t- ©0 ) is uniformly stochastically bounded (u.s.b.)
(iii) lfc(0o) - is u.s.b.
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(iv)
vt— 2sup[lt<©) - lt(90 ) ] / [ V n  “t<eo>l
is uniformly stochastically bounded away from zero from above, where the 
supremum is over ©0 ) < 10-©o | < 6(©0 )
± _P
<v > | >|^ ||*t|| 2 is u.s.b.
Proof. (i), (ii). The existence of ©t and u.s.b. in (ii) follows from 
Lemma 4 in Sweeting (1980). The uniqueness in j ©-©Q | < 6(©Q ) follows from 
A*5.
(iii) Multivariate Taylor expansion gives
it<e) - l^eo) = -i <e0- S t ?  it<e£)(e0- e t ) 
where ©£ lies between ©c and 6^. The result follows from (ii), and since 
(Atfeo))- * It(®t) [(^(eo))- ^  “ w(0O ), from A ’3, A 14 and (ii).
(iv) From (i), (ii) and A'5 it follows that, with probability tending 
uniformly to one,
sup[ 1^ .(6) - lt(©0 )] = max { ^ ( © ^ 0^) - lt(eQ )) .
with the supremum over at(©Q ) < |©~©0 | < ’8(eQ )•
A  multivariate Taylor expansion now gives
l^e) - it(0o ) “ (e-e0 ) 0t<®o> - i(®-e0 )T it(e£)(e-e0 ) (l)
where j©£ — e0 | < aj.(e0 ). Under conditions A'2—A'4
—1 u ~
Atz(©0 ) Uj.(©0 ) -> Wz( ©Q ) Z where Z is standard normal independent of W( ©Q ).
-1 u
(Theorem 1, Sweeting (1980), and so Ut(©0 ) ati(©0 ) (At(©0 )} x ■» 0,
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1 \1 T T T
since <xt(e0 ) af(e0 ) “ Mow (®-e0 ) xt(e£)(e-e0 )- {a|(e-ec )} wt {A|(e-e0 )}
*<\ninAt>at<eo K V i n wt>
where ■** A^ . I^.(©^.)(A^ ) , and the assertion follows on dividing (i)
through by a^(0o ) Aj_ and using A* 3.
( v ) We have
T 1
iwi1 IW IS
1 * 4
I Kll*
wtf2 (2 )
T
where Wt * A^ .2 It(9t )(A^ .2 ) . The result follows from A*3, A ’4/ and the 
fact that the first term of (2) is < 1.
Let 4> be the measure corresponding to the multivariate normal N(0,Ip) 
distribution, namely
4>(B) s (27r)
- P/2 r “iufcu
J e
B
du
The following theorem is proved in the next Section.
Theorem 2.3.1.
Assume A* 1—A*6 hold. Then if -oo < g < - £ < +oo, the posterior
probability that & < l£( ©t ) (©-©t ) < fe converges in ©Q- probability to 
C&'fe]) uniformly in compact subsets of s0 e Rp, (where ~ denotes 
vector.)
2.4 Proof of theorem 2.3.1. For brevity, we drop the argument ©Q in 
A t(©0 ), afc(©0 ), S(©0 ) etc. From Bayes theorem the required posterior
probability is H/N where
N = J ir(©> p^Xtl©) d©
0
JL A
and M is the same integral over the interval a < l^(crt )(©-©t ) < b. Write 
N = + N2, where N^, N2 are the integrals over the regions |9~90 | < at,
|©—©0 | > at respectively. Consider first N^; multivariate Taylor
expansion gives
itCe) - ltcSt) - -i(©-et )T itCetXe-St) ,
where ©£ lies between © and ©t . Write
_  JL —  1 ...tp
R^e )  - [tt(et )i * [it(e£> - it(et )H{rt<®t>> *1 .
Taking exponentials and applying Condition A'l gives
j.
|lt(et )|2 Mi ~ ir(e0 )N3
Where
h3 - |it(et)|5 J exp{-i {[it<e)]*(e-et)}T(ip + Rfc(e))
JL
| ® 0 1 de
u p/2
Now N3 -> (2rr) follows exactly as in the single parameter case on using
A*3 and A*4, and we omit details, we therefore have
I* -I I * u p/2
^ ( X t l © ^ }  |lt(©t )|2 Nx -> tt(©0 )(2tt) . (7)
Consider next N2; we can write;
. N2 - p ^ x t j © ^  J tr(©) expll^©) - ^ ( © q )} d©
Thus
(PttxJS,.)! 4 littSt)!' - «tp{lt(*0 > - ■l*t<8c>L  ■ 1,4 (e>i nr
Where
IP/2
Splitting the integrand over the regions at < 1©-©0 1 < 6, j ©-©0 1 > 6, and 
writing
-2 sup (1^.(0) - lt(0o ))
\nin (At>at
we see that
n4 * I K I  I P ) / 2 + ||At||2suPCPt<xt|e >/Pt(xt|
0-©o >8
The second term on the r.h.s. tends uniformly to zero from A'6. Let e>0 
and choose K in A'4 such that P(Vt<2K‘"2p) < e, (since Vt is u.s.b. away 
from zero from Lemma 2.3(iv)). Finally, the first two factors on the 
r.h.s. of (8) are u.s.b. from Lemma 2.3(iii) and (v) respectively.
It now follows as in the single parameter case that
   _1 j.
lim ({pt(Xt et )} |lt(et )|z N2 > <= ) « e . (9)
t*» °
Since the convergence in (7) holds for all K>0, it follows from (7) and 
(9) that
■ * -1 , * u p/2
{pt<*t ® t »  K < v r N * v<eo)<zn)
t>u
Finally, consider M. In view of Lemma 2.3( ii), with probability
J.
tending uniformly to one, the interval a < lt2( ©t )( ©-©t ) < b is contained 
in the region |©—©0 1 < oc^., and it follows in exactly the same way as (7) 
that
{Pt<*t|®t»_1 |lt(8t )|S M “ ir(e0 )(2*r)**/2 1|> [<a,b>] .
The result now follows on dividing M by N.
2.5 Some Sufficient Conditions
We present some alternative approaches to the verification of the 
regularity conditions presented in Section 2. They mimic the single 
parameter case. Condition A ’l and A'2 require no comment. Conditions A'3 
and A* 4 are similar to condition Cl and C2 in Sweeting (1980) for the 
asymptotic normality of the ML estimator, and some remarks are made there 
regarding checking these conditions.
The main purpose of this section is to discuss alternative ways of 
checking A'6, for which we identify three main approaches. The first of 
these is particularly useful in the case of i.i.d. observations, they are 
analogues of Walker (1969) and Dawid (1970) extended to the multiparameter 
case. We define the following three conditions.
S'l. There exist continuous functions rj( e, eo ) > o, e^0o such that
p% 0 < < | K < eo > | f 1{1t(e> " “ 0 •
S ’2. For all ©, > ©0 6 ©, there exist positive continuous functions
u
6(©,©0 ) and k(8,©0 ), 6 > 0 with k(6,©0 ) ■» 0 as 6 -» 0, such that for all 
0 < 6 < 6(©,©q )
w/ I
e ‘-©0 |>6
S3 .  If © is unbounded, there exist positive functions A( ©Q ) and ti(©0 )
such that
pte0 't sup [|K(®o)|| 1 I V 6 ) - V eo)l > ’)Ce0 »  * 0 •
|®-®o|>A<®o>
[I
Using similar arguments to the single parameter case, S'l-S'3 imply that 
for all 8>0 there exists a positive continuous function r)( ©Q ) such that
An alternative to (1) would be to stipulate the slightly weaker condition. 
S'4. For all 8>0, e>0 and compact set K c e, there exists rj>0 such that
stochastically bounded away from zero from below.
Condition S'4 implies A'6. It can be shown that S'4 is equivalent to 
(a non-uniform version of) Condition (iv) in Heyde (1982) in view of A'3, 
A*4 and Lemma 2.3(ii).
Conditions such as S'l-S'3 or S'4 may be hard to check in practice. 
However, it can be shown as in the single parameter case that under 
conditions A'2-A'5, the simple condition below guarantees A'6. 
Specifically assume
pteo . [ sup | |At<©0 )| | 1 {it<e) - it<e0 )} > -n(e0 ) “ o 
|°-®o|>6
(i)
lira 5*0 f sup 11Att©0 )11 1 (lt(e) - Xt(eo )} > -n < e
■ «- ° |®-e0j>8 J
for all ©0 6 K. That is, sup ||At(©0 )|| ^ ■{lfC©) - lt(©o)> is
S'5. There exist a unique solution of 1^(0 )=o, with probability tending 
uniformly to one.
Lemma 3.1. If A'2-A'5 hold, then S'5 implies A'6.
Proof.
From Lemma 2.3(v), with probability tending uniformly to one, lt(e) 
attains the unique maximum when j 0-©o | < 6(0O ), and hence
sup {lt(G) - lt(0o )) < sup (lt(0)■- lt(0o >} •
|e-e0 |>8 «t<|e-e0 |‘8(©0 >
Therefore,
sup (lt(e) - I t O o M  + f  log ^ K 2^ -  p) log (2)
|®-®o|>6
u
It follows that the l.h.s. of (2) -» - oo since Vt is stochastically 
bounded away from zero from Lemma 2.3(iv), which implies A'6 holds, 
exactly as in the proof of the main theorem.
k -
When the preceding two approaches fail, a third alternative to 
checking A'6 is to use a direct approach based on moments, as in the 
single parameter case. Write
A,.(e0 ) - sup {it(e)-ltte,,)},. = Ee A,.(e0 ) ,
|®-®o|>S
o|<©0 ) - var At(©0 ).
S*6. For all 6>o
( 1 ) n t < ® 0 > + i i°g I K < eo>| | “ -»
(2) at(0o) / Ht(0o ) * °
It is a routine matter to show that s'6 implies a '6.
2.6 Bernstein Von-Mises Theorem for Stochastic Processes:
the Multiparaineter Case
The aim of this section is to present a generalisation of the results 
on the single parameter case to the multiparameter case. The proofs in 
this section are omitted, since they sure similar to the single parameter 
case and are straightforward.
We impose the following further condition
A7 j |©|P ir(9) d© < oo for some p > 0
Theorem 1.6.1
Suppose © e Rp, 7t*(m| ) is the posterior density of M = It( ©t )(©-©j.).
If A'l-A’7 hold and H(H)/(1+|m |p ) is bounded, then
Theorem 1.6.2. Suppose A'l-A'7 hold and ©t is the Bayes estimator when 
the prior density is rr and the loss function is squared error. Then
where the convergence is uniformly in probability and MVN(0,I) is the
standard multivariate normal. Thus ©t is consistent and asymptotically 
efficient.
2.7 Some Applications of the Theory.
In this section we discuss briefly some applications of the theory. 
The Markov branching processes with time dependent immigration is
u
(in probability),
where 4>(M) is the standard multivariate normal density.
rt2(et)(et- e0) -> MVN(o,ip)
considered in detail.
Some examples. .
1. Markov branching processes with immigration (or emigration).
Comment. We consider in this section a supercritical branching process, 
augmented by an independent immigration which is a time dependent Poisson 
process (NHPP).
2. Mon-homogeneous birth process with immigration (or emigration). This 
is a continuous analogue of a Bieyname Galton Watson branching process 
with immigration.
3. Non-homogeneous birth and death process. In this case births and 
deaths are assumed to be independent of each other.
Comment . Example 2 and 3 sure special cases of non-homogeneous birth and 
death process with immigration (or emigration).
4. Queueing Models. The theory is of practical interest in queueing 
models where the arrivals and service times are independent; in particular 
when the arrival process is a NHPP. Queueing processes can be described 
as birth and death processes (see Kendall (1951) suid recently, Heyde
(1982)), Where a birth occurs when a new customer arrives.
Comment. As an illustration of the applicability of the theory to 
queueing models, consider an m |m |s system for which the queue length is 
continuously observed. The queue consists of s servers with a common 
waiting line. Customers arrive in a time dependent Poisson stream 
(NHPP) with arrival rate A(t), and the service time distribution is 
ezqponential with mean /3-1. if our conditions are satisfied, then an
asymptotic posterior bivariate normal results.
EXAMPLEt
Bievname Galton—Watson branching process with immigration
In this example we shall discuss the application of our result to a 
branching process with immigration. Suppose ZQ = 1, Z^,...,Zfc to be the 
successive generation sizes in a Galton-Watson process. Furthermore, let 
the branching process be augmented by an independent immigration process 
at each generation. If denotes the number of offspring of the k**1
individual belonging to generation (t-l), and Zt is the ttlv generation 
size (including immigration), we have
generation. We assume that the detailed information of the number of 
offspring of each individual irrespective of the generation size and each 
immigration size is available. Suppose the V's have the common geometric 
distribution
k=l
where Ut is the size of the immigration at the tth generation. Let Vj 
denotes the number of offspring by any single individual at the jfch
P(V=v) - 0 ^ l - e  1 )V / v=0,l,...,
where 0 > 1  and Uj a Poisson distribution
n3u e-’’3
P(Uj «= U)  ------------, U
U! ^
 ** 0,1
j - 1/2
and t) > 1
The likelihood function based on such a sample is proportional to
OD
Nt * ,
r £ vj ir - £
0 t (l-©-1)^*1 -e 5=1
t
E
j=i
 j Uj
where Nt » E Z>:L . 
3=1
The log-likelihood becomes
lt(0/T)) = “Nt log 0 4- log
0-11
. 0 .
Ni't t
E
j=l " j=l
E Vj -  h3
t
E
3=1
 j U j In r) .
So,
1^ .(9,h)
-N,
0
lt(9,h) * <*iag
Nt
E V3 1
+ .i=i--  / ~ I
0(0-1) j-
Nt ’ 20-1
02 .©2(©-l)2.
E j Uj 
a-i 4. osi____
n
T
N*•t t
E
j=l " j=l
E Vj( £ 3(3-1) rp~z +
and therefore,
20-1
02(©-l)2.
Nt t-ir NL 2 T)
j=iVj ~ O2' "(r)-i)3+(n-i)
Where E
Nt 
E vt 
3-1
= © Nt and
/t+1
(r)-i )* (t)-i y
tr) - (t+1)]}
Jt(e,r)> can be taken as diag
__2 t( t-l )TJt
a (©) E(Nt ), — ----
T )  ( T T - l ) J
where ct2(0)-
t
E j Uj‘ 
r\
[t(t-i)n2-
. Therefore
(0-1)2-©
©( 0-1 )2
3/
“ 1/
N4
EN.t
o 1
Now, E( Zj | ® zj-l + We therefore have the recursion for the
mean /*j,
Mj * ©>j-i +
Which gives
ej+l _ rfl+1
0-T)
© * rj
(j+l) ©3 , © = T)
N+We will now show —   converges a.s. to a non-degenerate random variable
E(Nt )
when © > t). We have
-t , -(t-l) -t t
E(© Zt Zt_i) - e zt_± + © tj
Now
Nt * E 
j-1
t -(j-1) j-1 t
E & (Zj^ - Mj-!) © + E Mj-!
3=1 3=1
so that
N4
E e ^ 1 a * !
l + tel -----
E(Nt ) E(Nt )
(3)
where
Dt = © t (Zt - Nt ) .
However, since
E<zjlzj-1> - 0 zj-l + ’I3
Var <Zj|Zj-l> - a ZD-1 + ^
c r* - VarCZj) - E( V&r( | )) + Var( E( Zj | ))
= o2 + rp + e2 a?_±
Suppose v^ . = var(D{.) = cr2/©2^. Then we have
vt * vt-l + °2 +
62t
so we only need to show lim vt is finite to apply the martingale
t->oo
t-l
convergence theorem. (See Feller 1966, p.236). We have vt = E a^,
3=o
where
1 = a2 ^ - 1 + ILl
.©2t . .©2.
oo
, so we will now show that £ aj < oo (for
o
T) < © ). But
t ff2 t
E a^ = —  E Mj/©2j + E
t ^  nj+l
j=0 0 j=0 j=0
E ©~:j+1
i ° o ___
T)
© - T)
t
+ E 
j=0
i D r
T) r\
.e2 .e2
(©-T))0-
' r t“H
(1-0 t ) .i2
- 1
IL - 1
• . 02
©'
- i
<©-n)©'
©
e-i
“ V
.2 1
.T)-92.
T) p
+ ---- < oo for T) < 9 .
n-e2
a.s
Hence in view of the martingale convergence theorem, Dfc •» W, for 0 > rj 
and where W is a non-degenerate random variable. To verify the Toeplitz 
lemma required to establish this result, we need the following moment 
calculations :
©j+1 _ rp+1]
E(Nt ) = E Mj = 
j=0
t
E
i=o ©-T)
giving
©( ©*-1) 
©-1
E (j+1) ©j 
j=0
© - T)
E(Nt ) =
©
't©*"1
T ) “ l  J
©t-l
©-1 (©-IV
1
(©-r»)
©t-l
©-1
So we have
© * ti
© = n .
E(Nt )
t
E ©^ _1
-> 1 as t ■» oo for © > r) .
Hence, from equation (3) we have
NT*. a.s
—  -----> W when © > n as t -> 00
E(Nt )
and we have a non-ergodic case, in the cause © < r)
Var
Ni
E(Nt )
and the ergodic case results, since then we have
N.
E(Nt )
- ■» 1 as t *» 00 .
Then, we have
Gt -» G
If* 01
0 1
, where W denotes W or 1 for © > t) and
© < rj respectively.
To check that
i o g j w J t(©,n)
\tvin V 9'1"
-> o, suppose first that r] > 0. Then we have asymptotically,
Nnin Jt(e^ >  “
o' 2(©)nt+1 
(n-©)(Tri)
and
\nax Jt(0^ )
t( t-l )r)t-l
(rj-1)
If r) < ©, we have
V i n  “
t( t-l )r)t-2
(n-1)
and
<r 2(©)©t+1
(©-T) )(©—!)
We now check a^ .(©,r)) 0, when T) > ©
0 4 . ( 6 , n )  -  k "
logt + log(t-l) + (t-l) logr) - log(r\-l)
cr-2( 8 )T)t+1 (n-er^ri-i) 1
which tends to zero els t*»a>, since t) > 1. Similarly, when t) < ©
a^(©,r)) = k2
logcr~2( ©)+(t+1 )ln© - ln( ©^ rj )-ln( ©-1)
t(t-l) rit_2 (n-ir1
which also tends to zero els t-*».
Suppose ©=T|, Jt(©,T)) can be taken els
Jt(©,r)> *= diag (te^, t(t-l) ©^ 2 ).
Here, we take .
W  - ‘(t-1 ) et-z
and
^min “ t et ,
hence
2 « Tlogt + log(t-l) + (t—2) log©
0 4 . ( 6 , T )) =  k z  —  — - --------------- ----------------------------------
L t ©fc
which tends to zero as t-»co, since © > 1 .
Remarks.
This multiparameter example illustrates the need for a shrinking 
neighbourhood about the true parameter value, and moreover, the 
Jj.(©,T)) and XjniH J^ .(©,r)) are both increasing geometrically which satisfies 
the condition that 04.(6 ,11) 0 • Some other multiparameter examples in
which this condition holds are cases in which the Amax and A ^ n  of fisher 
information are increasing exponentially, and some special cases where the 
^  is increasing exponentially and Amin is increasing in power of t. 
This example also illustrates the fact that the Amax and Amin of Fisher 
information need not grow at the same rate. Finally, we note that there 
are some practical examples in which 0 4 . ( 6 ,1 1 )  does not tend to zero; in 
particular, when Amax Jt(©,ii) is increasing geometrically and Jt(©,T))
is increasing linearly. Hence, there is a need for further refinements of 
our condition A* 4 when 0 4 ^  ©, r)) jto.
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CHAPTER 3
p- ASYMPTOTIC POSTERIOR NORMALITY FOR A CLASS OF STOCHASTIC 
PROCESSES AND GENERALISED LINEAR MODELS.
3.1 Introduction.
This chapter is in two parts. The aim of the first part is to 
restrict the attention of our study to a class of stochastic processes so 
as to provide some sufficient conditions to establish asymptotic 
posterior normality. As an application certain previously known results 
are unified and extended. We also discuss the fact that the conditions 
for asymptotic posterior normality are not much more stringent than those 
required to prove consistency of the maximum likelihood estimate. In 
contrast with some previous studies, we do not require any stringent 
stability and negligibility conditions as required in applying martingale 
central limit theory to obtain asymptotic normality of the maximum 
likelihood estimator (suitably normalised). (See Sweeting (1980) for
details).
In the same spirit, in the second part of this chapter, we discuss 
results for Generalised Linear Models (GLM's). This is treated 
independently and the exposition is self contained.
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3.2 Asymptotic Posterior Normality for a Class of Stochastic Processes.
In this section, we present some general sufficient conditions for a 
class of -stochastic processes in the spirit of our conditions A1-A6 in 
chapter 1. The only real difference is in Condition A3, where in this; 
section, we assume the normed observed Fisher information uniformly tends 
to unity. However, the exposition here is of independent interest. The 
conditions are presented to extend and unify most of the previous 
conditions imposed to obtain asymptotic posterior normality for ergodic 
models, which covers a wide class of problems. These include independent 
and identically distributed observations (i.i.d.), independent not 
identically distributed (i.n.i.d.) cases and Markov processes but exclude 
the non-ergodic models (see appendix for the definition of ergodic and 
non-ergodic models).
An interesting comparison may be made with the work of Welch and 
Peers (1963) and more recently, Brenner, Fraser and McDunnough (1982), 
Fraser and McDunnough (1984), dealing with the likelihood theory of 
Barnard. They considered weighted likelihoods for a class of stochastic 
processes which are mathematically identical to posterior distributions. 
Their results, which are in the spirit of Walker (1969) and Heyde and 
Johnstone (1979), can be extended in view of our condition B4 below to 
cover a wider class of problems.
In this section, we present some sufficient conditions and give the 
statement of the main result. The next section discusses the 
relationship between our regularity conditions and those of other authors. 
We note that Crowder (1986) has made similar comparisons but under 
different regularity conditions. Finally, it is noted that we have 
specialised to the case of a single parameter for reasons of clarity, ease
of exposition and comparison with existing work. The multiparameter 
extension, however carries over without much difficulty. This is also 
illustrated by our. specialisation;to GU4'a in the second part.
Regularity Conditions and Statement of Result. All the definitions are 
as before. (See Chapter l). We impose the following regularity 
conditions.
Bl. Prior Distribution t The prior density of tr(e) is continuous and
positive throughout 0.
B2. Existence of Derivatives; The log-likelihood lt(0) is a.s. twice
differentiable with respect to e throughout 0. We define It( ©) *
[-l£(e)], where a* indicates differentiation with respect to e.
B3. Information and Stability. There exists a sequence of positive
u
functions Jt(6) continuous in 0, Jt(©) -» oo such that
u
B4. Asymptotic Continuity of Information: For every positive constant K,
V 6©) /Jt<eo> * 1
u
and
(ii) sup|{It(©) - It<eo » / Jt<eo>r* 0
where the suprema are over < at(e©) 311(3
1
(log Jt(e)}/Jt(e)
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B5. Local Positivitv of Informations There exists a continuous function 
6(0) > 0 such that
 ^ inf ( 9) >
o
|e-e0|«s(e0)
B6. Non-Local Behaviour of Likelihood: For every positive constant 6>0
sup [lt(6) - lt(eo)] + A log Jt(eo) “ -00 
where the supremum is over {0 e & : I I  > £}.
Remark. The regularity conditions B1-B6 are rather general in nature, and 
there are alternative approaches to their verification. Conditions Bl,B2 
and B5 require no comment. The non-local condition B6 has been dealt with 
in detail in Chapter 1 and some relevant remarks are made there.
Regarding the Information and Stability condition B3 and Asymptotic 
continuity of information B4, we comment briefly on alternative ways of 
verifying the condition* In most cases the following conditions will 
hold.
B'3. Information Growth and Stability t There exists a sequence of
u
positive functions Jfc(e) continuous in 0, Jt(0) ■» oo such that
a var[lt(ec)] u _
and    — -----» o
Jt2<eo>
It is a straightforward matter to deduce A3 from B'3.
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B'4. Asymptotic Continuity of Information. Suppose the log likelihood 
lt(©> is thrice differentiable, and for every positive constant K,
0^ (6) - K[{log Jt(S)}/Jt(e)]2.
It is often a straightforward matter to verify B'4 directly. For an 
alternative stronger condition, we have that condition B'4 holds if
B’5. Non-Local _Behaviour of _Likelihood. There exists a unique solution 
of 1^.(e) = o, with probability tending uniformly to one.
Remarks. Conditions B '3 and B ’4 can be compared respectively with Wald 
[ 1948) conditions 3 (see also Crowder (1976)) and 4 on the asymptotic
properties of the ml estimates for stochastic processes. However, Wald's 
(1948) Condition 4 is slightly weaker in not requiring the log{Jt(©)} 
berm, where J.j-(©) is taken to be E[l^.(©)]2, (see also Sweeting (1980)). 
rhus the conditions for asymptotic posterior normality are not much more 
stringent than those required to prove consistency of ml estimators. 
Finally, we note condition B'5 (stated here for completeness) ensures the 
consistency of the "strict" ml estimator(s), since we do not constrain the 
bahaviour of the likelihood in a neighbourhood of ©0 .
[jet 4> denote the standard normal distribution function and let
= !t *(©£), which may be defined with probability tending uniformly to 
Dne. The following result is a special case of Theorem 1.2.1.
at<eo> Jt1<eo> E sup I V 6 *
u
•» o
where the supremum is over {© e ©: I ©~©0 1 < at( ©Q )} and
is uniformly bounded for some 0 < 6 < j .
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Theorem, Assume B1-B6 hold. Then if -oo < a < b < oo, the posterior 
probability that 6^ . + ao^ < © < 9 + bcr^ . converges in ©^probability to 
4>(b)- «t>(a) uniformly in compact subsets in ©0 .
Remark. We note that all the results in chapter 1 such as Bernstein 
Von-Mises theorem, asymptotic equivalence between Bayes and maximum 
likelihood estimation also apply.
3.3 Relationship with some other Conditions on Asymptotic Posterior 
Normality in the Literature.
The i.i.d. Case
Walker (1969) has in our condition B4 o^-constant (6 in his paper), 
so Walker's (1969) conditions can be compared with our conditions When a 
fixed neighbourhood is taken. The sequence of constants Jfc is replaced 
by n essentially.
Dawid (1970) extended Walker's (1969) conditions to cover a wider 
class of problems for i.i.d. cases including cases where the range of 
observations depends on ©. The notable difference between Dawid's (1970) 
and Walker (1969) regularity conditions is in the use of a shrinking 
neighbourhood of ©Q in Dawid's condition C12, which has in our condition
°n
=  K |logn
±
2
, so Dawid's (1970) conditions can be compared with our
conditions except that we do not discuss cases when the range of 
observations depends on ©. However, as remarked in Chapter 1, we can 
extend our results to cover this case using similar arguments to Dawid 
(1970).
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The i.n.i.d. Case
Basawa and Kao (1980) have also dealt with the problem of asymptotic 
posterior normality for stochastic processes. However, in comparison with 
our conditions, the Basawa and Kao (1980) conditions explicitly involve 
the ML estimator ©t, and certain moment and asymptotic negligibility 
assumptions (such as Lindberg-type conditions).
Finally, we note the similarity between the Basawa and Rao (1980) 
conditions to obtain the Bernstein Von Mises theorem for stochastic 
processes and Bruce Hoadley's (1971) conditions for asymptotic normality 
of the ML estimator for i.n.i.d. cases.
Markov__Cases
Borwanker et al (1971), Marc Moore (1976) and Johnstone (1978) have 
all proved the main theorem for Markov processes under different 
regularity conditions. As remarked before, Bickel and Yahav (1969), 
Walker (1969) and Johnson (1970) have all dealt with the i.i.d. case of 
the main theorem; the inposition of stationarity leads to useful 
simplifications in the requirements to justify the extension.
Borwanker et al (1971) extended Johnson's (1970) conditions to cover 
the stationary Markov case, while Marc Moore (1976) obtains asymptotic 
posterior normality for Markov chains in the spirit of Walker (1969), and 
extending condition 1.4 in Borwanker et al (1971). However, in the same 
spirit but independently, Johnstone (1978) also obtains asymptotic 
posterior normality for Markov processes, extending Walker's (1969) 
conditions in the i.i.d. case.
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In the same spirit as the above authors, we note that it is possible 
to extend Dawid’s (1970) to cover stationary Markov processes. This is 
not presented here in view of the obvious comparison of Dawid*s approach 
with ours as remarked before. Finally, we note that an alternative 
Bayesian approach under different regularity conditions which covers a 
class of problems where the range of observations depend on 0 (but not the 
nonergodic models) can be found in the recent monograph of Ibragimov and 
Khasminskii (1981). For some early related work, see Ibragimov and 
Khasminskii (1972, 1973) and Wbodroofe (1972).
3.4 Asymptotic Posterior Normality for Generalised Linear Models (GU4's\
Introduction *
Nelder and wedderburn (1972) introduced generalised linear models 
which have been widely used in practice, especially for regression type 
models for data not normally distributed (see McCullagh and Nelder (1983) 
for details). Previous statistical analyses for GLM's heavily rely on the 
asymptotic properties of ML estimators. See Haberman (1974, 1977),
Sundberg (1974), Nordberg (1980), Gourieroux and Monfort (1981), McCullagh 
and Nelder (1983), more recently, Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1985, 1987) and 
Kaufmann (1987). In this section, we present some general sufficient 
conditions to obtain asymptotic posterior normality for GLM* s . The 
results are treated for both natural and non-natural link functions.
Conditions for asymptotic posterior for exponential family models 
have previously been given by Johnson (1967), Berk (1972), Caine and 
Morgan (1975), and more recently, Dumitrescu (1987). Most of this work 
has been. concerned with the natural link function and some is based on 
exploiting the smoothness properties of the exponential models. More 
recently, Chen (1985) established asymptotic posterior normality for
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exponential models through a deterministic approach. His condition C2 
ases a fixed neighbourhood although he remarked that it could be replaced 
yy a shrinking neighbourhood, but the precise rate of shrinkage is not 
lowever discussed. One important difference between our conditions and 
bhose in the literature is our condition B4 which may be compared with 
condition N in Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1985) for asymptotic normality of 
bhe ML estimator, which is slightly weaker in not requiring the log
IK(0>||term in ^(z3)*
In this section, the results of the previous section are specialised 
bo GLM's. We deduce general sufficient conditions to obtain asymptotic 
posterior normality for GLM's. Our result can further be specialised to 
cover regressors with a compact range, responses with a bounded range e.g. 
categorical responses and stochastic regressors for natural and 
ion-natural link functions respectively. Some examples and applications 
cf the theory sire also presented at the end of the section.
Regularity Conditions and Statement of Result.
Let the data consist of a sequence {(y^/zt )), where yt, the responses 
ire independent q-dimensional-random variables, and Zt, the regressors, 
are pxq-matrices of known constants. The distribution of the response yt 
Ls assumed to belong to a natural exponential family (univariate examples 
are the normal, binomial, Poisson, exponential and gamma distributions; 
nultivariate examples are the multinormal and the multinomial 
distribution).
generalised Linear Models.
Definition and some properties. A family of distributions Py 18 of a 
g-dimensional random variable y, 0 e © C Rq, which have densities
f(y|©> - c(y) exp[©Ty - b(0)], c > 0
measurable, with respect to a cr-finite measure v Is called a natural 
exponential- family with natural parameter e. We assume © to be the 
natural parameter space, i.e. the set for all 0 satisfying 
0 < J c(y) exp(©*y) du < oo. Then 0 is convex, and in the interior of © 
all derivatives of b( ©) and all moments of y exist. In particular we have 
E@y = b*(©> = M(0) atncl cove(y) « b*'(©) = £(©)/ say. The
covariance matrix £(©) is supposed to be positive definite in the interior 
©° of ©, implying that the restriction of fi to ©° is injective. Let M 
denote the image ji(©°) of ©.
Generalised Linear Models are characterised by the following structure:
(i) The {yt} are independent with densities
f(yt |©t ) - c(yt ) exp(©^ yt - b(©t )>, t=l,2,..., 2.1
of the natural exponential type, ©t e. ©°.
(ii) The matrix Zt influences yt in form of a linear combination yfc =
Z^ /3, where /3 is p-dimensional parameter.
(iii) The linear combination is related to the mean i±( ©t ) of yt by the 
injective link function
g: M -> Rq, yt - g(M(©t))‘
Remarks
(i) As in the original definition of Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) an 
additional nuisance parameter may be introduced in (2.1). Our results 
still hold except that the observed information matrix has to be 
multiplied by a known scale factor. Thus, without loss of generality, we 
confine ourselves to the simpler form (2.1).
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(ii) In this study, we relate yt = Z^ /3 to the natural parameter efc by 
the injective function u = (g o p.)-1/ i.e. = u(Z^p).
(iii) For natural link function g = m ”1 * We obtain a linear model 
©t « z£p for the natural space.
(iv) For stochastic regressors we assume the pairs {(Yt , Zj.)} to be 
i.i.d.
(v) g resp. u is twice continuously differentiable.
Regularity Conditions and Likelihood Function.
Let p be any parameter in an admissable set 6 c Rp and PQ denote the 
true but unknown parameter of interest.
The log-likelihood of a sample ...,yt is given by 
t
it(P) - E (e± y± -  b(©i;)>' - c, e±~u(zT0 ) i«i,...,t
i«=l
where c does not depend on /3.
Setting ^(P )  - M(u(z£p)), Et<p ) = £(u(ZtP))f Ut(p) « du(z£/3)/dy 
and differentiating l^(p), we have
t
St<0) - l^.(/3) - E Zj. 1^ (0) (Yi- Mi(/3)>
i«i
« -l£<0) - “ Rt<^)» say.
The matrix Rfc(/3) is given by
t q
R t O )  = E E Z± Wir zj (yir - p±r(P)), 
i-1 r=l
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Where W^C/3) - 32ur(Z^/3)/ayayT and ur(y), yir , /i.ir(/3) are components of
u<r>,
Ft<£) = coV/3 St(j3) = £ Zj. u±(/3) u?(/3) z? .
1=1
All the definitions and convergence in distribution are made as before. We 
now present some regularity conditions to obtain the asymptotic posterior 
normality of GLM's.
Cl. Prior Distribution. The prior density tt(/3) is continuous and
positive throughout B c RP.
C2. in format Ion Growth and Stability. There exist non random square
matrices At( £) continuous in £, satisfying {At( /3)}"1 ■» o such that
C3. Asymptotic Continuity of Information. For every positive constant K,
(i) suplltfttCP,,)} * {AfcCeM* - Ip ||
(il) suplll^p,,)}1 tH,.(P) - Ht<P0 >l CAtz<J30 )>T I I “ o
where the supremum is over I /3-£0 1 < at( /3Q ) where
(log | K ( P > H >  \ \ . 0
* min
The spectral norm and Xmin are defined as in Chapter 2
C4. Local Positivitv of Information. There exists a continuous function
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8(0) > O such that
<ln£ Nain «t(») > °> 
where the infimum is over (0 e B : | 1 < 8(0O ).
C5. Non-local Behaviour of Likelihood. For every positive constant 6>0 
supCl^B) - lt(/30 )] + i log| !&,.( 0O >| | “ -CO 
where the supremum is over (£ e B : |P~PQ J > 6}.
A
Remarks. St(0) — 1^(0), is the vector of first order derivatives of lt( 9) 
and l£(0) is the second derivative. Defining the (random) information 
matrix Hfc(0) to be Hfc(0) « -l£(0).
Condition C3 can be compared with Condition N in Fahmeir and
*
Kaufmann (1985) for the asymptotic normality of the ML estimator for 
GLM’s, which is slightly weaker in not requiring the log | |Afc(0) J | term.
Finally, we note that our regularity conditions are general in nature 
and there are alternative approaches to their verification. Conditions Cl 
require no comments. Condition C5 has been dealt with in detail (see 
Chapter 1). However, we present the most common one, here for 
completeness.
In most cases the following sufficient conditions will hold.
C*2. Information Growth and Stability. There exist a non-random square
-t umatrices At(0), continuous in 0, satisfying (At(0o )) . ■» 0 such that
“t('3o){NoinAt('3o »  1 E
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■{at03o)r1 {ccwflopt(i3o)}{a5(flfc>)r1 “ e -  
the p x p zero matrix.
C*4. Asymptotic Continuity of Information. Suppose the log-likelihood is 
thrice differentiable, with (i,j,k)th component 9 t#ijk^B ^# and for every 
positive constant K,
SUP K i 3 k < B >| * ° 
where the supremum is over (/3 e B : |/3-/3Q | < oct(/30 )).
C*5. There exist a unique solution to St(/3) - 0, with probability tending 
to one. (See Chapter 1, for the proof that c's implies C5).
Remark. Finally, we note that sufficient conditions can be deduced for 
responses with compact range, responses with a bounded range e.g. 
categorical responses, and stochastic regressors.
Theorem 3.2.1. Assume C1-C5 hold. Then if -oo < 3  < Jg < 00, the posterior
1 ■ '
probability that 3 < Ht2(3)(/3-3) < )g converges in /3Q—probability to
4>( [a,b] ) uniformly in compact subsets of B. (Where ^ denotes vectors).
This is a special case of Theorem 2.3.1 on the multiparameter case.
Remark. Usually Aj.(/3) can be taken to be E Ht(/3) which can be taken as 
E[Ft(/3)] or P^ (/3) depending on whether Ft(/3) are random matrices or 
constants respectively.
It is desirable at this stage to state rather general sufficient 
conditions for our result depending on the type of application.
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Non-Natural Link Function.
Consider first stochastic regressors, where the matrices Zt, t-1,2,..., 
are observations of random matrices and Ft(/3) are defined as random 
matrices. Then
*t<P) - = E^CF^/3)] - E^CRtO)] .
Thus,
At O )  - EpCHj.CP)] - EpCFtO)]
since E^[R^(/3>] - 0. With this last equality we can replace A^ .( /3) by 
E(Ft(i3)) in our conditions. However, since Ft(/3) are non random 
matrices; then A^CJB) = E^ 3[Ht(/3)] = Ft(/3). Similarly, for responses with 
a compact range and responses with a bounded range such as categorical 
responses, A^/S) can be taken as Ft(i3).
A Special example where our result is applicable is regressors with a 
compact range discussed in the Bradley and Gart (1962) paper on associated 
populations. For completeness, suppose these consist of a finite number 
E of regressors Z1,...,Z^, and there are n^ observations for each Z^.
I
Ef n^/n > 0 and E ZjZ^ has full rank, then
i=l
. -4 * d
Ft2(/3) </3-/3) 4 Z.
I
mere Ft(S) - E Z± U±(S) E(S) z±T .
i-1
ratural Link Functions. In this section we consider specialised cases of 
he GUM's with non-natural link, functions discussed in the previous 
ection. The mean of the response yt is related to a linear combination
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Z^ /3 of the regressors by a one-to-one mapping. Multinomial (categorical 
quantal) response models are an important example. Here with the natural 
. link function the logit model is obtained.
For natural link functions, most of our expressions simplify 
considerably:
t t
St(/3) = E Mi<0)). Ft(/3) = E z± E±(/3) zf ,
i=l i=l
Hfc(/3) *= Ft(/3).
Clearly, St(/3) « o. Since, H^(0) • Ft(/3), which is positive definite,
we can replace /3) by Ft(/3) in our conditions C1-C5 which we shall 
denote by D1-D5 respectively. Let 4> be the measure corresponding to the 
multivariate normal N(0,lp) distribution, namely
<t>(B) = (27r)”P/2 |B e”uT u du.
Theorem 3.2.2. Assume D1-D5 hold. Then if -co ’< g < Jg < so, the posterior
_L
probability that $ < Ft2(/3)(/3-/3) < Jg converges in /30- probability to 
4>( C^/fe]) uniformly in compact subsets of ©, (where ~ denotes vector).
Remark. Sufficient conditions can be easily deduced for responses with a 
compact range, responses with a bounded range e.g. categorical responses, 
and stochastic regressors.
Remarks on the Square Roots of Positive Definite Matrices and Choleskv 
Square Root.
In the sequel we need square roots of positive definite matrices.
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- ±
Let A2( At/2 ) be a left (the corresponding right) square root of the
j.
positive definite matrix A, i.e. A2 AT/2 = A. in addition, set
~5 4— 1 -T/2 T/2 -1
A = (A )  , A = (A ) . Note that left (right) square roots are
unique up to an orthogonal transformation from the right (from the left).
Recently, Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1985) suggested the use of the Cholesky
square root, which has already been discussed in chapter 2, Section 2.
j. L 1
Suppose A -» A2 is the Cholesky square root of A, and if f£(/3), F^(j3)
are lower triangular matrices with positive diagonal entries. Then, the
— ^ a 1 _ J ^ T/2
matrix Ftz(3) f £(j3) is the Cholesky square root of Ft2(3) Ft(/3) f £ (/3).
In particular for any arbitrary continuous square root, we require
condition D*3 given below (when A^/3) = Ht(/3) - Ft(/3)).
D 3. Asymptotic Continuity of Inf ormation. For every positive constant 
K,
-J. 1 u
(i) sup) |FtZ(/30 ) Ft2</3) - Ip | | -» 0
where the supremum is over /3—/3Q < <xt( /3Q ) where
04.(/3) K
(log | |Ft(p)| | )_ 
A min Ft(j3)
0
Remark. Clearly, condition D* 3 is sufficient for D2 and D3 to hold for 
natural link function. (Note that Amin Ft(/3) -> oo ).
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. Examples, Examples (±), (11) and (111) deal with specific exponential 
families and point out how in general the result can be utilized in 
- special. cases*
I '
Example 1 is on dichotpmous logit models which are considered in 
detail while the two other examples (gamma distributed variates and 
Poisson models) are deduced from Example 1. An example of a Poisson 
model which illustrates the fact that it is essential to take a shrinking 
neighbourhood of /30 in our condition D4 is illustrated at the end of this 
section.
Example 1. — Dichotomous Logit Models.
Consider independent variables y±, 1=1, ,t such that
where /3 is the unknown parameter of interest and are observations of 
explanatory variables (i=l,...,t ).
The likelihood function is given by
-Z+/3 -1 m
P(yi= 1) - <1 + e 1 ) - G(Zjp)
■Zip -1 m
1 ) - l-G(Zj/3)
1=1
The log-likelihood and its derivatives are given by
t
lt(£'Y) '* £ (Yi lo9 G(z|/3) + (l-yi )log[l-G(Z?/3)])
i=l
t
£ (Yi log
i=l
t t
lt(0) * £"*(Yizi^} ^ L log [l-G(Z?/3)J
rT,
1=1 1=1
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t ' t 
St(/3) = lfc(0) =-E - E Z± G(Z|)3)
1=1 1=1
t
Ft(/3) = '[-l£(0)'] = E ZjZf g(zfp)
i=l
where g(x) = G*(x) which is the derivative of function G.
Example II. - Gamma Distributed Variates.
Consider a family of gamma densities f(y|©/r) = r(r)""1 (©)r yr_1 exp 
(-©y), y>0 for a fixed parameter r>0.
Let the independent observations {yt } be gamma distributed variates
with natural parameter ©t = Z^ /3 for the t^*1 observation. The
information matrix for this model can be deduced from example I, by
substituting/ g( Z^/3) = r( Z^ /3 )“2, for Ft( /3), so
Ft(P) = r Z Z± <zT©f2/ t=l/2 /...
i=l
Regression models with gamma distributed responses yt are frequently 
used in the analysis of lifetimes depending on exogeneous variables.
Example III. - Poisson Model.
Consider a family of Poisson densities
f(y|©) = ©y exp(-©)/yJ y > 0.
Let the independent counts {yt } have densities
©.
p(yt“ y) - e*p(©t y " e )/y»
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y==0,l,2,..,. . t*=l,2,..., where ©t = /3.
The information matrix for this model can also be deduced from 
example I by taking g( Z^/3) to be exp( Z^/3); hence the information matrix 
for this model is
t
Ft(0) - E Z± z[ exp <Z?/3). 
i«l
Consider a Poisson model, where Z^ is bounded away from zero and such that 
| j Zt 11 04-( /3Q ) -> o. This example demonstrates the need for a shrinking 
neighbourhood in our continuity condition d' 3. Regression models with 
Poisson distributed responses yt are used in the analysis of 
multidimensional contingency tables. Clearly, condition D*2 and d'4 and 
D*5 are trivially satisfied.
For Condition D*3 we need to check
supf|pt((3)^ ;<p0)j-ip|| "o 
p-p0 |<at(p0 )
In view of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
|sst(0-/3o )j «S ||zt || at(Po)
where a^ .(P0 ) « k lo g | l Ffc(p0 ) | |
\ninFt< ^ o
2
*» 0
Then
max |®*P{Z^(0~PO )) - l|<| |zfc| |at(0o ) el lZfcl l°t(Po) > o 
l ^ o K  at(Po>
and D 3 holds.
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Theorem 3.2.2 therefore applies for this model. We note that it is 
essential to take a shrinking neighbourhood of /3Q in condition d '4
When Zf. is, bounded away from zero and 1 1 1 1  fft ^ o * * °*
For example, consider condition D*3 with a fixed neighbourhood of j3q 
and now take the supremum over | /3-/3Q j « 6 for some fixed 6>0. Now we 
have
max jexp [zj: O~/30 >] - l| •> a> as t -> oo
when Zj. is bounded away from zero.
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CHAPTER 4
ON THE ESTIMATION METHODS AND THEORY FOR 
•EVOLUTIVE' STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
4.1 Introduction.
This chapter is based on the application of the theory discussed in 
the previous chapters to non-homogeneous processes. We present some 
sufficient conditions for the application of the theory to "evolutive" 
stochastic processes, using this phrase in a rather general sense; in 
particular, for the non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) and 
non-homogeneous birth process (NHBP). We consider a number of particular 
problems of estimation in evolutive processes but restrict ourselves to 
the single parameter case. The multiparameter extension can however be 
pursued in the spirit of Aalen (1978) and Ogata (1978), and other related 
work on more general point processes but this will not be dealt with 
here.
Estimation of the unknown parameter of interest e of evolutive 
stochastic processes is studied under the els sumptions that
(A) we have observation at a fixed time t,
(B) the process is observed continuously over a fixed period.
These are termed sampling schemes A and B respectively. The usual 
asymptotic properties in estimation theory are shown to hold in both 
situations. Section 2 discusses parameter estimation and problems of 
Inference for NHPP*s under the two different sampling schemes. The 
asymptotic relative efficiency in terms of Fisher's information for the 
sampling schemes is derived and discussed in detail with some examples.
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We also give an example Where there is non-existence of a uniformly 
consistent estimate.
Section 3 discusses the problem of inference and parameter estimation 
for NHBPs under the two different sampling schemes. Some useful 
sufficient conditions are presented. The asymptotic relative efficiency 
between the sampling schemes is also discussed.
In Section 3, our approach is based on the main process of reducing a 
NHBP to a NHPP by time deformation and conditioning on the non-degenerate 
limit random variable in the spirit of Kendall (1966), Athreya and Ney 
(1972)/ Waugh (1970) and Keiding (1974). Some new results in the spirit 
of this theory are also presented.
4.2 On Asymptotic Inference and Parameter Estimation for Non-Homoaeneous
Poisson Processes.
Introduction
Cox and Miller (1965), Cox and Lewis (1966), and Lewis (1972) contain 
comprehensive treatments of the early work on statistical methods for 
simple point processes. They discuss in detail properties of the Poisson 
process and some of its generalisations. Brown (1972) presents some 
statistical analyses of non-homogeneous Poisson processes (NHPP) and 
obtains a one sided test of hypothesis for the unknown parameter of 
interest. More recently, Feigin (1979) (and the references therein) 
provide a characterisation of Poisson processes with the order statistic 
property. For more recent general books with wider applications on the
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non-homogeneous Poisson process see Basawa and Rao (1980), Kutoyant (1984) 
and Ascher and Feingold (1984).
In this section, we discuss the estimation of an unknown parameter of. 
a NHPP on the assumptions that the process is observed either at a fixed 
time t, or continuously in a time interval [0,t], which are considered in 
detail as sampling scheme A and B respectively. We discuss some examples 
of NHPPs with increasing intensity that satisfy our sufficient conditions 
for both sampling schemes. Asymptotic relative efficiency between
sampling schemes is also presented.
Sampling Scheme A t Observation at a fixed time t .
Here the process is observed at a fixed time, t. In a
non-homogeneous Poisson process, we let N^ _ be the number of events 
occuring during [0,tj. The rate function is 0, with © > 0, so Nt is
t
Poisson with mean fit© " I xse ds. The likelihood function is given by
o
Nt
(nteV {exp[-Mt0 1> / Ntl •
The log-likelihood and its derivatives are given by 
l^©) - -Mte + Nt in Ute - InCMt1]
l4<©> - -/I^ e + Kt l^ .e , Where hte - In (i,.e
i£<©) - ->i£e + Nt h£e
ft t ft t •« t
lt(©) " + Nt
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Throughout the sequel a prime (') denotes differentiation with respect to 
0.
Here it(©) - [-l£(e)3 - ” Nt hte ' a™*
2
E(it(9)) - Mt© " Mte hte = Mte(hte)
. 2
= <Mte> / Mte
f |Xj.a «t m » 2
(using the fact that hfc0 = and ht0 = (*ite / ^t© > “ ^ t © /  ^ t©> >•
^t©
This can also be obtained from var[l^.(©)] = (h^ .0 )2 /it0, using 
E[It(©)] = var[l^.(©)] and var(N t ) = E(Nt ) = Mt0 . Take
Jt(©) = E[lt(©>] = (h;0 )2 ^  (1)
and note that
Var[It(©)] - (h£e )2 fif-e . (2)
We now present sufficient conditions for information growth and 
stability and asymptotic continuity of information in view of conditions 
b '3 and B*4 in Section 1 of Chapter 3 respectively. Sufficent condition 
b ' 3.
var[lt(©0 )] / J2(©0 ) 4 0 
gives the condition
M1 ht^){»1t%<hte0 )2 r 1 “ O as t*o
from (1 ) and (2). This is a very general condition for the type A 
scheme.
Sufficient condition B4 is implied by
ott(e0) {e sup|i£('e)|} / Jt<e0) “ o
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Which gives the condition
M2 (logJt)2 / Jta {sup|ut©| + MteQ sup|hte|) * 0
where the sup is over {© e 0 s ©”©0 < «t(©0 )}
Remark. In checking M2, it is sufficient to check that supuite + jnte
If t
supih^gl and for some 0 < 8 < j are of the same order
Note that h^e = hte = {ji'V - (m ')2}/M2 and
where we omit the argument of © and
t
Theorem 1. Suppose conditions Bl, B2, B5 and B6 (in chapter 3) and 
conditions Ml and M2 hold. Then asymptotic posterior normality 
results; that is, if -so < a < b < oo, the posterior probability that 
© + acrt < © < © + bat converges in ©Q- probability to 4>(b) - t|>(a)
Sampling Scheme B. Continuous observation over a fixed period (0,t).
Consider a NHPP with time dependent intensity function A(t), 
depending on a real parameter ©, observed over the time interval (0,t). 
Suppose that Nt events are observed at times x^,...,^ . The likelihood
function is given by
uniformly in compact subsets, (where <rt = lt2(©t )).
jl
z
t
II A(xt) exp[- | A(u) du]
i=l o
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The log-likelihood is
lt<e ) * log
N.
n
i=l
rj X( u ) du 
o
which becomes
*t t
lt(©) - E [logXCx^] - { X(u) du .
1=1
Taking g(s) « log{X(s)} and Mt© ® { X(u) du , the derivatives of the
log-likelihood are given by
Ni
Prom (3),
and
lt<©) * E g <xA ) - Mt© 
i=l
Nt w
l£(e) - E g " ^ )  - Mt© 
i*=l
Mtff f tf • •« •
it(©) » £ g  (Xi) - ^t© •
i=l
Nt
It(©) * C-lt(©>] = Mt© - E 9n(x± )
i=l
Nt
Jfc = E[it(©)] * Mt© - EC E gn(.x± )}
i=l
(3)
(4)
(5)
From the bemma in the appendix ,
Nt
E lg'(x± )i 
i=l
J g'(s) X(s) ds
Var
Nt
E [g’CXi)] 
i«l
J Cg*(s)]2 X(s) ds (6)
Similarly,
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Nt
£ g\x±)
i=l
= rj g (s) A(s) ds (7)
Var
Nt §t
£ V C * ! )
i=l
j [g <s)] A(s) ds ( 8 );
and
r Nt
£ g,” (xi)
i=l
t w'
J gM,(s) A(s) ds 
o
From (7), equation 5 becomes
E[It(©)] = Mt© ~ | g"(s) Ms) ds .
r'* , 2
Hence Jt « E[It(©)] = J [g (s)] A(s) ds
•9 99
(using g = A /A — (g' )2 omitting t and © arguments)
This could also be obtained more easily from Var[lt(©)] in view of
t 2
(6). Also V2Lr[It(©)] = | Cg'(s)] A(s) ds from (4) and (8). We now
o
present sufficient conditions for information growth and stability (N1) 
and the asymptotic continuity of information (N2), in view of conditions 
B3 and B4 in chapter 3.
sufficient Conditions (Type B).
u
Sufficient condition B 3 is Var{It(©)}/j£( ©) -> 0, which gives the 
condition
N1
t 2 t 2 ^ uj (g") A ds / [J <g') A ds] ■» 0 as t-*x>
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Sufficient condition B*4 is at(eo ) {E sup11^(0) |} / Jt(©Q )4 0 which 
gives the condition
i f- tit t
N2 (logJt©o)2 /Jt©Q {s u p |m^ ’ | +■ { sup|g"(s)| A(s) ds) 0
where the sup is over © e © : |©”®0 | < ^ ( © q )*
Alternatively, N2 can be checked by
t 148
sup{|Mt©| + { |g"(s)| A(s)ds)/Jt
o
uniformly bounded for some 0 < 6 < -1. Note that g (s)=A'/A, g "(s)=
{A A-)A )2)/A2 and g (s )=a ' ' A-1 - 3A A'a-2 + 2(AA-1)3 . (where we omit the
arguments © and t).
Theorem 4.2.1. Suppose conditions Bl, B2, B5, B6 (in Chapter 3) and 
conditions N1 and N2 also holds. Then asymptotic posterior normality for 
the NHPP results. That is, if -oo < a < b < oo, the posterior probability
that ©t + aat < © < ©t + bat converges in ©Q- probability to 4>(a) - 4>(b)
j_
uniformly in compact subsets, where <xt = Ifc2(©t ).
Asymptotic Relative Efficiency ( A.R.E.) of sampling schemes A and B.
The usual asymptotic properties of the Bayes method have been shown to 
hold in the preceding subsections. Here we compare the two sampling 
schemes by means of their Fisher information.
Let J^( ©) and J®(©) be the Fisher information for estimating ©, 
for sampling schemes A and B respectively.
The asymptotic variance of scheme A is given by
v£(©) = i/j£(©)-(h;e) Mfce
-2 -1
The asymptotic variance of scheme B is given by
2 —1
vf(6) - i/j?(e> = [{ tg(s)] M s )  as]
O
Then, the asymptotic relative efficiency of sampling scheme A compared to 
B is given by
For a HPP where X(t) = A, the sampling schemes are automatically the 
same.
Examples - Non-Homoaeneous Poisson Models (NHPP\
1. Power law (Weibull process).
/3-1
At©£ “ (0/O)(t/9) , 0 > 1, © > 0 ,
where 0 and 0 are the shape and scale parameter respectively. This 
process can model a repairable system when the deterioration increases 
with .time.
J [g(s>] A(s) ds/[h^0] Mt©
(Where ~ denotes asymptotically equivalent).
From the definition of g( s ), g^ .Q and becomes
2
j" (A S©^AS© ^ As©  2 ^  ^ 2=  (^^t©) Mte I (Ase)(^s©) ^ s *o
C^©//^©32 f^ te
o
as t -> oo.
2. Log-linear model (Exponential intensity function). 
xte/3= (P/0 ) e*P(t/e), /3, e > o .
The name log-linear is based on the fact that logXte - log( /3/e) + t/e ,
Which is a linear function of t. This process can model a repairable
system with extremely rapid deterioration, since the failure intensity is 
increasing at an exponential rate with time.
3 Generalised log-linear Model.
/3— 1 ©t
xt ©/3 ©/3t e , /3 > l, © > o
The name generalised log-linear model was suggested by Lee (1980) Who 
discussed the NHPP that generalises the log-linear models described by Cox 
and Lewis (1966).
4. Non-Constant bounded Intensity function.
Xfc0 = (1/0) [1 - (1 + (t/©))"1] 0 > 0 .
This model has an increasing, but bounded intensity function.
5. Decreasing intensity function.
-1
xte/s“ 0/0 (1 + (*/©>> , ©, © > o .
The intensity function is clearly decreasing to zero. In practice, this
could serve as a model for a system with a very slowly increasing number
of failures and a very slowly decreasing failure intensity.
We now illustrate our results using a non-homogeneous Poisson process
with power law increasing intensity rate. This example also demonstrates
both the need for a shrinking neighbourhood in our continuity condition A4
and the simple approach to checking non-local behaviour discussed in the
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last section. We will show that the sufficient conditions Ml and M2 are 
satisfied using sampling scheme A. The case for sampling scheme B 
follows similarly.
A  Process in continuous time.
Suppose in a non-homogeneous Poisson process N^ . is the number of
P~1
events occuring during [0,t]. The rate function - pt , p > 1, so
Nfc is a Poisson process with mean ji-t/3 - t^ 3.
Then ( i ^ p t p [ln(t)], »i£p = tp[ln(t)]2, jitf> = tp[ln(t)]3
so
and - p[Xn(t)], h^p - ln(t), h£p - h£p - 0 
Jt«3)-(h4p)2 ntp - t^[ln(t)]2 .
Sufficient condition Ml is clearly satisfied since h ^  = o, and /j.fcQ > 0
Sufficient condition M2 becomes
1 a'
(log Jt )2 /Jt2 sup|/i^
It •
- (log Jt )2 /Jt
1 j —8 sup
J (t0 [ln(t)]2 J1+8
since the second term in square brackets is bounded when 6 > 0
(where the sup is over p e © : I P~P0 < oc^ C pQ ))
The main theorem therefore applies (since condition Al, A2, Ml, M2, 
A5 and A6 holds) to this process.
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Finally, we note that this example is also illuminating since it 
demonstrates the need of shrinking neighbourhood of &Q in condition A4 
(since the sufficient condition M3 is not satisfied if a fixed 
neighbourhood of 0O is taken), say /3 * pQ + 6. Here,
[e  sup|i;p|] /jt(0o >
is not bounded, since
[E sup|Mt^|] / Jt<£o> = t6 log t -> oo
clearly, condition A4 in H-J cannot hold. This example also demonstrates 
an example in ergodic stochastic processes classical inference theory 
where the Wald (1948) condition 4 does not hold.
Asymptotic Relative Efficiency of Sampling Schemes A and B for Power law.
Suppose X^(t) = /3t^ _1 and p > 1.
we have = ( h ^ ) 2 Mt/3 = t*3 [lnt]2 
t  ^ 2
and Jtj3 “ J C9 *(s)] X(s) ds 
o
where g(s) = In X«(s) = ln/3 + (/3-1) Ins
g(s) = 1/p + Ins 
t
_ »  I
so
1
- + Ins 
P
2 p-1
pa ds
4.P
S  —  + t0[lnt]2 
f- s2
Asymptotic Relative Efficiency of both sampling schemes is
v£(p) j£(/3) + o(t%nt) _ _ 2 .
EL. xm — E  = — ---     1 + 0( (lnt) )
v£(f>) J|(/3) tp[lnt]2
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SO,
~ 1 + O(lnt)-2L
E^g ;■» l as t ■» oo.
Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (A.R.E. ) of both sampling schemes for 
log-linear NHPP.
Suppose A(t) = ee0t , e > o
litQ « | A(s) ds *= e0^ - 1
we
» i 2
have J£(e) = (h^) Mt© “
t2e2et
e ^ - l
w 2
and Jt(0 ) " J [9(s )3 A(s ) ds
ee0s ds
.2 «et .©tj£(©) « tr ewt + -2 (et7U —  l)
The asymptotic relative efficiency (A.R.E.) of both sampling schemes is
eAB
v£(©) J?(©> t2e20t + 0 (-2 e20t)________ Jt<
vf(©) j£(©)
 ©r
t2 e20t
~ 1 + 0(t 2 )
so again
E^g -> 1 as t -» oo .
A.R.E. for both NHPP sampling schemes with Non-constant bounded intensity 
functions.
Suppose A(t) = (1/0) (l-fl+t/©]-”1 ), © > 0; after rearrangment this becomes
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t
X(t) =
0(©+t)
t t
M+-ft « { x(s) ds   ln(i+t/©), e > o
i ©
A  2 t^ 1
and Jt(e) - (h^©) Mt© —  r -------------------- * © > o
©*(©+t)z (t/©) - ln(1+t/©)
B t 2 t
Jt<e > * J Cg(s)] X(s)ds - J
o o
2©+s
©( ©+s)
s
ds
©( ©+s)
I
1 (2©+S)2 S
e5 (e+s)3
ds
{2( ©+t)2 [t+©log( 1+t/©)]+2©2(©+t)+ ©3- 3©(©+t)2 }
2©3(©+t)2
A t3 B t3
©3(©+t)2 ©3(©+t)2
and again, the asymptotic relative efficiency is 1.
Remark.
Clearly from the examples illustrated above, Sampling schemes A and B 
are asymptotically equivalent which implies that for practical purposes, 
the total information for sampling in a NHPP depends only on the total 
number of events at time t as t + oo. However, we note that the rate of 
convergence for the A.R.E. for the power law intensity function is 
0( logt )“2 which slowly tends to zero as t -> oo.
In conclusion, we can assert that for many NHPP's sampling at a fixed
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time t is asymptotically equivalent to sampling at observed times as t *»
oo. However, the rate of convergence of this asymptotic equivalence 
depends on the type of NHPP model. It may be possible to generalise the 
above result to arbitrary NHPP models using properties of regularly 
varying functions.
Transient Non-homogeneous Poisson Process.
Example 5 is a case where our main theorem does not hold. In 
particular, conditions A3 and A4 are not satisfied because the Fisher 
information is transient as t ■» oo.
This is an example of a decreasing intensity function to zero, we only 
discuss scheme B and assume e is unknown. Similar arguments hold for 
scheme A. After rearrangement we have
M t ) -  £ / (e+t)
t
Mt© = { xs© ds “ /3[ln(©+t) - In©]
o
ln\(t) * ln/3 - ln(e+t)
g'(t) = -l/(©+t)
Hence
t 2
l/( ©+s ) /3/( ©+s ) ds
o o
[-/3/2(©+s)2]
o o
- /3/2©2 - /3/2(©+t)2
-> /3/202 <oo as t *>oo 0 > 0
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4.3 Non-homoaeneous Birth Process NHBP.
In this section, we consider asymptotic inference and parameter 
estimation for NHBPs. We present some sufficient conditions to check the 
applicability of the theory to NHBPs. Our approach to the study of NHBP 
in this section is based on reducing a NHBP to a NHPP by time deformation 
and conditioning on a non-degenerate random variable.
Some other new results are presented in the spirit of Kendall (1966), 
Waugh (1970, 1972), Athreya and Ney (1972) and Keiding (1974). Some
generalisations of the results on NHPP to NHBP are also presented. On 
parameter estimation, Keiding (1974) studied in detail maximum likelihood 
estimation of the unknown parameter of interest in a pure birth process. 
Some early work on inference problems on the Furry birth process was 
initiated by Kendall (1949, 1966), Moran (1951), (see Basawa and Rao
(1980) for details).
In this section we discuss the estimation of an unknown parameter of 
a NHBP on the assumption that the process is observed either at a fixed 
time t, or continuously in a time interval [0,t] , which we refer to as 
sampling scheme A and B respectively.
We discuss some examples of NHBPs with increasing birth rates that 
satisfy our sufficient conditions for both sairypling schemes. Asymptotic 
relative efficiency between the two sampling schemes is also presented.
Transformation of NHBP to a NHPP bv conditioning on W .
Kendall (1966), Waugh (1970, 1972), Athreya and Ney (1972), Keiding 
(1974) among others have discussed the conditional distribution of the
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birth process given W  - lim X(t)/E(X(t)) where X(t) is the population size 
at a time t of the pure birth process, the limit being almost surely as t 
* cd . They - show , that -the . conditional process is a non-homogeneous Poisson 
process with intensity A W eAt, where A > 0 is the unknown parameter of 
interest.
The first part of this section will be devoted to the generalisation 
of this result by transformation of a non-homogeneous birth process NHBP 
to a NHPP by conditioning on W, where W > o a.s. Several interesting 
results are discussed in the light of this approach and others are stated 
for easy reference.
Non-homoaeneous Birth Process (NHBP1
Let {X(t)} be a birth process, rate A(t). Thus, we have a Markov 
process in which,
P[X(t+h) « n | X(t) - n] = 1-nh A(t) + o(h)
P[X(t+h) •« n+1 | X(t) = n] = rih A(t) + o(h)
P[X(t+h) > n+1 | X(t) - n] « o(h) .
Time deformation of NHBP.
Theorem 1. Let X(t) be a NHBP with birth rate A(t), and #!(*) “
t
| A(s) ds. Then Y(t) « X(fi_1(t)) is a homogeneous birth process (HBP) 
o
with unit rate.
Proof. We want to show that
P[Y(t+h) « n | Y(t) - n] - 1 - rih + o(h) (1)
P[Y(t+h) = n+1 | Y(t) = n] = nh + o(h) (2)
P[Y(t+h) > n | Y(t) = n] = o(h) . (3)
We will only show equation (2) below since equations (1) and (3) follow 
the same arguments.
Suppose Y(t) = X(M"1(t)). The l.h.s. of (2) becomes
P W / T ^ t + h ) ) -  n+1 | xejT^t)) - n)
« PCXCs+C/i^t+h) - t )) = n+1 j X(s) « n) (4)
where s «/!“*■( t).
Suppose jT^t+h) — /iT^Ct) « k, then (4) becomes
P(X(s+k) - n+1 | X(s) ** n) « nk A(s) + o(k), 
where k *= h(/j.,(/i“i(t))“1 (from the mean value theorem). Then 
P(Y(t+h) = n+l|Y(t) = n) = nthC/i'C/T^t))]~1 A(s) o(h)
= rih + o(h)
as required.
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Relationship between the NHBP and the conditional NHPP.
In view of Theorem 1 and some well known results (Harris, 1963,
pp. 104-147), suppose (X(t), t>0) is a NHBP with X(0) = 1 and E(X(t) )= e^*^
t '
where /i( t ) = j A(s) ds. Then there exists a random variable W such that 
o
X(t)
------  -4W a. s. at t -> oo. The distribution of W is exponential with unit
E(X(t»
mean; that is, with density e”w  for w > 0, and E(W) = 1.
The following result is a generalisation of a result due to Kendall
(1966) which is further discussed by Waugh (1970) and Athreya and Ney 
(1972), Theorem III (11.2), Keiding (1974). The generalisation to X(0) 
= q>l is straightforward.
Theorem 2 . Let [X(t):t > 0] be a nonhomogeneous birth process.
Then conditional on W
X[(M”1(log(l+tW“1 )))-l: t > 0]
is a Poisson process with unit rate.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 and Athreya and Ney (1972), theorem 
III, 11.2.
Corollary l. Conditionally on W, Nt=X(t)-l is a nonhomogeneous Poisson 
process with NQ *= 0 and intensity W X( t ) e*^ ^ ), so that
E(Nt|w) = W(e^t  ^- -I).
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Remark. Theorem 2 may be used to derive results for NHBPs from 
corresponding results for the non-homogeneous Poisson process by mixing
of the births.
Theorem 3
Suppose k( .) is any function of time t and X(t> is the birth rate, 
t
and M(t) — J M s )  ds for the birth process with X(°) *'l. Then, 
o
E[ E Mxj)] = f X(s) A(s) e^<s > ds . 
i«l o
Nt t r t
var [ £ k (*!>] - { k2(s) k(s) ds + { k(s) X(s) ds
I*! o [o
Proof, it follows from Theorem 1 and the Lemma in the appendix that
over the-exponentially-distributed random variable W. This procedure will
be used repeatedly throughout this section. Let x1,...,x ^  be the times :
(4)
Taking the expectation of both sides of (4) we have
t
E £ XCXj^) ** | k(s) A(s) ds.
i«l o
Similarly,
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Var
’ Nt ’ Nt ’ Nt
E k(x± ) = E Var £ kCx^lw + Var E E M x ^ l w
i=l i=l i=l
j kA(s) X(s) ds +
o
{ k(s) X(s) e ^ s > ds
since E(w) = Var(w) = 1.
Corollary 2 . The statistic
N.t t
_ fE k(Xj_) - J k(s) x(s) e ^ 8 ) d© 
1=1_______ o
■ t t 21
| k2(s) X(s) e ^ 8  ^d© + | k( s ) X( s ) e ^  8 ) d©
o o
00
is approximately standard normal as t ■> oo, where j k(s)X(s) e ^ s ^ds = oo.
o
Sampling Scheme A . Observation at a fixed time t.
Consider a non-homogeneous birth process when Nt is the number of 
births at time t with No=0. The birth rate function is XtQ and E(Nfc) =
rfc
(e - 1) where = j Xge ds. (Note that a /x(t)). The likelihood
o
function is given by (see Basawa and Rao (1980))
<1 - .
The log-likelihood and its derivatives are 
lt( ©) = -Mt© + Nt 1 ^ 0
where *t© ln(l - e Mte) .
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lt(©) = -JltQ + Nfc hfce 
lfc(©) = -Mte + Nt h^e
99 9 99 9 99 9
and lt(9) - -Mte + Nt hte _
Thus, it<e) = C-it(©)] = ute ~ Nt hte
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and Jt(0) - E[-lfc(e)] = Mte - W e ' 1*'® - 1)
(where ( ') denote differentiation with respect to ©);
I » “ h l . A  | || ft “ h j . £ V  f ( “ h j . Q  It
hte - >*te e “ Mte* hte “ ** e ~ >*t© hte e " **t© “
h  ” h j . g  t t - h f a  tt it t 2  _ h i . Q  h a _ Q
^t© <e ” 1 > “ ^t© ht© e ' ht© = ^ t ©  - <^t©> e 3Ce ” 1 >
tt i n  i ,  “ h i . Q  t - h f o  tt • o  t n  - h j . Q
ht© * J*t©<e - 1) “ Mte © (hte “ <hte> > ~ 2ht© ^  e •
E(Xt(0)|w) - - (eMte- i )  htew
Var [E(It(0)|w)]= (hj!e )2 (eMte- l)2
and Var [lt(0)|w] = (l>te>2 ( e ^ e- i)W
E(var lt(0)|w) - (l»t0 )2 [eMte- l]
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and EClte] - -M^e + ht0 <eMte * D  •
We now present sufficient conditions for information growth and stability, 
and the asymptotic continuity of information, in view of conditions A3 and 
A4 in Chapter 1 respectively. A sufficient condition for A3 is
(h£e M  e ^ - l )+( )2 u o
ii it f l f a
CMt© - hte<e - 1>3
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To see this, note that Ifc( 0Q )/Jt( ©0 ) ■» W(©Q ) is implied by E(It/Jt-W)z 4 o 
But,
E(It/Jt - W)2 = E[E( It/Jt - W)2 | W]
Which is
I I 4
E(Var(-^ | W)) + E(E(-^ | W) - W)4
= E[Var It |w] + E[E(It |w) - JfcW, ]2} /Jfc: (5)
From the conditional property of NHBPs and in view of the 
analogous condition Ml for NHPP, the result follows.
Condition A4, is implied by
at<eo> E sup lt(©) / Jt(eo )
which gives the condition
M'2: (log Jt )* / Jt (SUP K e |
“W o
+ (e -1) sup
where the sup is over ©“©0 < at(©0 )
Theorem. Suppose conditions Al, A2, A5, A6 (in Chapter 1) hold and
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condition M'l and M'2 above hold. Then asymptotic posterior normality of 
NHBP results. That is, if -a> < a <' b < »,' the probability
a < ltz( et )( e-©t ) < b converges in ©Q- probability to 4>(a) - 4>(b)
uniformly in compact subsets.
Type B Model — Continuous observation over a fixed period.
Let X(t) be the time dependent birth rate of a NHBP X(t) with X(0) * 
1, and suppose that the process is observed over the interval [0,t] 
Suppose that Nfc births are observed at times x1#... ,Xj^. The likelihood
function can be written as
N4 N.t t
II X(x^) exp[- L j X(u) du] , where (xQ 
i=l i=0 xi
- 0 )
The log-likelihood is
1^.(0) - log
Nt
n x(x± )
Li=l
N4*t t 
- E | X(u) du
i=0 XjL
which becomes
N4 N.t t
lt(©) E [logX(XjL>] - E | M u )  du 
i=l i=*0
Suppose, g(x^) s logXCxj^) - J X(u) du
xi
which becomes
N4
lt<©> - -£■ gC^i) - 
i*=l
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The associated derivatives are given by
N*
lt(0) = - E g (x± ) - 
i=l
Nt w
i£(©) “ -E g”(xi> -
i*=l
(4)
N4
••9 99 9
lt(0) g - Mt
i=l
From (4),
Nt
it(0)= C-i^(0)3 = £ g"(Xi) + £
i=l
Jt(0) ■- E[It(©)]= E
Nt
£ g"(Xi) 
i=l
**t (5)
Var[It(©)]= Var
Nt
E g"(Xi) 
Li=l
(6 )
The following results are derived from the corresponding results on NHPP 
by mixing over the exponentially distributed random variable with unit 
mean, W ;
E k(xt ) 
i=l
| k(s) A(s) e ^ s > ds (7)
Var
Nt
£ k(x± ) 
i**!
2
s[J[k(s) X(s) e ^ 8) ds] + J k2(s) X(s) e ^ 8^ds (8)
From (5) and (6), in view of (7) and (8) respectively, we obtain
Jt(0) = E[It(©)] = | Cg"(s)] M s )  e ^ 3 ) ds + .
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t
and Var[It(0)]= J [g"(s)]2 A(s) ds
o
+ C J g"(s) M s )  e ^ s > ds]2 
o
(where g"(s) * *s/*s” (^s^s^2 + ^s~ **t omitting argument)
We now present sufficient conditions for information growth and 
stability (Ni) and the asymptotic continuity of information (N2), in view 
of conditions A3 and A4 in Chapter 1 respectively.
A3: It<eo>/Jt<eo> * w<eo>
It is sufficient to check A3 in quadratic mean, that is 
E[It(©o )/Jt(0o ) - W(0O )]2 4 0 ,
which gives
t 2
j tg”<8)] M s)  e «  = ' ds + (M V
o UN.i 2------------------------------  4 0.
C { g”(S) A(S) e ^ S > ds + JLtJ!]2
o
It follows using a similar argument to condition Ml for sampling scheme 
A, that a sufficient condition for A4 is
±
(log J^ .)2 i ... | nt a\ u
N * 2 : -----— —  j sup |g (s)| e ^ 3 ' A(s) ds 4 0
°
where the sup is over © e © : ®-©0 < ot(©Q )
A sufficient condition for N'2 is
^(1+6) | ^  [ |g"(s )| e ^ s > A(s) ds
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uniformly bounded for some 0 < 6 < -£ .
Remark, Suppose {X(t) >0} is a NHBP with X(o) = q. The 
generalisation of Theorem 1 and our result to q > 1 is straightforward.
Theorem 4 .4.1. Suppose conditions Al# A2, A5, A6. (in Chapter 1) and
condition N'l and N'2 holds. Then asymptotic posterior normality for NHBP 
with X(O) » q results.
Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (A.R.E . ) of NHBP Sampling Schemes.
The usual asymptotic properties of the Bayes method have been shown 
to hold in the preceding subsections. Here we compare the sampling 
schemes by means of their Fisher information.
A B
Let Jt(e) and Jt(©) be the Fisher informations for estimating parameter 
of interest e, as t -» oo for sampling schemes A and B respectively.
The asymptotic variance of scheme A is given by
Vt(9) « 1/Jt(9) = C^te “ *4© (e
A A 19 99 *te
i)].
The asymptotic variance of scheme B is given by
T> n r t
.o
Then# the asymptotic relative efficiency of sampling scheme A compared to 
B is given by
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t
b  .. „ ^te
[ ^ t© ” ^t©^ ® -^33
which is greater than 1. For homogeneous birth processes where A(t) = A, 
the sampling schemes are automatically equivalent.
Examples. Non-homoaeneous birth process.
We now give some examples of birth rates which illustrate the 
theory.
1. Power law birth rate function.
This birth process with exponential birth rate function can model a 
phenomenon with extremely rapid births, since birth rate is increasing at 
an exponential rate with time.
Ate « ©t9"1 , © > o
2. Exponential birth rate function.
*te “ e e9t © > 0.
Remark. Let J^(©|w) and J®(©jw) be the Fisher information for sampling 
schemes A and B respectively, given W=w.
where hie - in<i “ e~Mte>
- ln(e^®- l) - Hte
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A " QMtejt(e w) ~ w Mfce e
t
Suppose X( t ) = © eet, /xte = J © e0s
o
From the NHBP example in Chapter 1
2 Qet **te
Then, the conditional asymptotic relative efficiency (A.R.E.), given W of 
sampling scheme A compared to B becomes
This is an interesting result since the A.R.E. does not depend on W (the 
non-degenerate random variable). It would also be interesting to find 
general sufficient conditions for which E^g -» l.
Finally, note that when the sampling situation is one realisation, it 
is intrinsically inpossible, no matter how long this realisation is 
observed, to decide whether the sample function is from a birth process or 
from the corresponding conditional poisson process.
as t -> co .
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CHAPTER 5
    —    ~   1
5.1 Introduction.
This chapter completes our Investigation concerning asymptotic 
posterior normality and some allied results for general stochastic 
processes dicussed in previous chapters. it is well known in the 
literature that asymptotic behaviour of an estimate is useless for 
practical purposes without the speed of convergence, and asymptotic 
posterior normality for general stochastic processes is no exception. In 
Section 2, we present a survey of literature on asymptotic expansions of 
posterior distributions. Despite the generality of the main theorems for 
the single and multiparameter cases in Chapter 1 and 2, there are 
situations which do not fit our conditions. An example is discussed in 
Section 3.
In Section 4, it is noted that, it would be of interest to find a 
general sufficient condition for the Asymptotic relative efficiency of 
sampling schemes for non-homogeneous Poisson processes. Finally, in 
Section 5, we discuss the relationship between asymptotic conditional 
inference and our Bayesian approach.
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5.2 On the Rate of Convergence to Posterior Normality for Stochastic
Processes. *
|
Overview of Literature.
The asymptotic expansion of posterior distributions was first 
rigorously demonstrated by Johnson <1967, 1970). Bickel and Yahov (1969) 
dealt in detail with asymptotic expansions of the posterior risk in 
estimation of a real parameter in the presence of nuisance parameters or, 
more generally, estimation of a real function of a vector parameter for 
independent and identically distributed cases. In particular Johnson
(1967) considered asymptotic expansions of posterior distributions arising 
from an exponential family; this was later generalised to the 
multiparameter case by Johnson and Ladalla (1979). Johnson (1970) showed 
that, in general, the centred and scaled posterior distribution possesses
_ 1
an asymptotic expansion in powers of n 2 having a standard normal as the 
leading term. He considered the i.i.d. case but remarked on its extension 
to Harkov processes which was later dealt with by Borwanker et al (1971). 
Lindley (1979) dealt with the problem of approximate Bayes (also for 
i.i.d. case) by considering the asymptotic expansions for ratios of 
integrals; however, no explicit regularity conditions are presented. More 
recently, in the spirit of the Lindley paper, Tierney and Kadane (1986) 
gave an accurate approximation for posterior moments and marginal 
densities using the Laplace approximation. (See Heyde (1979) for a 
practical application of this approach).
Strasser (1976) imposed regularity conditions that neither involve 
differentiability assumptions on the prior density nor the higher 
derivatives of log-likelihood than second order. Strasser's (1976)
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conditions were weakened by Hipp and Michel (1976) in view of Johnson 
(1970). Prakasa Rao (1978) obtained the speed of convergence of the 
Bernstein Von Mises approximation for Markov processes improving on the 
theorem proved in Borwanker et al (1971) and generalising the results of 
Strasser (1976) and Hipp and Michel (1976) in the independent, identically 
distributed case. Matsuda (1983) in the spirit of Strasser (1976) 
presents the asymptotic properties of posterior distribution for a 
truncated case, (when the range of observations depends on ©). For a more 
detailed work along this line, see Ghosh et al (1982) and more recently 
Bickel et al (1985).
Crowder (1986) presents some regularity conditions and gave a 
rigorous proof for asymptotic expansions associated with posterior 
expectations, distributions and densities for a wide class of stochastic 
processes. We note that to present asymptotic posterior expansions in the
f.
spirit of our conditions (Al) — (A6 ) in chapter 1, we need versions of our 
conditions which include error bounds, e.g. information growth and 
stability condition and the asymptotic continuity of information. The 
presentation of regularity conditions and proof of the main theorem along 
this line, is hoped to be adequately dealt with in future study. 
Nevertheless, one notable difference between our type of regularity 
conditions and Crowder (1986) is that ours do not explicitly involve the 
ML estimator ©t . However, for easy comparison, one can replace ©t with ©Q 
and It(©t ) by Jt(©0 ) in all the Crowder (1986) conditions; the rate of 
convergence of posterior distributions to normal distribution will be of
order It2(©t ).
The importance of this study in relationship to early works (except 
Crowder (1986)) is illustrated by the fact that although it is reasonable
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to suppress the.data in the classical cases (such as i.i.d., i.n.i.d. and
Markov cases and use powers of n 2, for example,) -for. non-ergodic
models, a more accurate expansion may be obtained by using observed
information. In general, the asymptotic posterior normality expansions
for the class of stochastic processes considered in this sequel can be
1 __l
expected to be 0(1 2 (0fc)), because using 0(Jfc 2 (0t )) one is losing sight
of the fact that some sairples can be more informative than the others.
Moreover, the usual question of when is n large enough for the
approximation to be used does not arise, since the approximation now
depends on the amount of the information in the sample, rather than the
sample size.
Finally, we note that in the spirit of the pioneering work of 
Ibragimov and Hasminskii (1972, 1973) (for more details see a recent
monograph by Ibragimov and Hasminskii (1981)), Gusev (1975, 1976) has 
obtained asymptotic posterior normality expansions for a class of 
stochastic processes where the range of observations depend on 0. This 
work does not cover the non-ergodic models however, and the asymptotic 
posterior expansion for mu It iparame t e r cases still remains an open 
problem.
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5 .3 Remarks on theExplosive First Order Autoregressive Models.
Despite the generality, of the main theorems for the single and
multiparameter case in Chapters 1 and 2 respectively, there are situations 
which do not fit our conditions.
An exiample is the explosive first order autoregressive models, where 
= e xt _ 1 + et with | e | > i (l )
and non—normal errors et .
Suppose et are i.i.d. in a symmetric density of the form K exp(-|x|p ), p>2, 
we find that omitting the terms that do not depend on 0 , the 
log-likelihood,
Nt
it(e> = - e, \x L -  e x ^ l 5 .
i=l
The derivatives of the log-likelihood are
» j p 1
lt(©) = P E xi_i xi“ exi_iI sign (x± - © x . ^ )
i=l
•i ^ 2 | I p— 2
lt(0 ) -p(p-l) E x ^  |Xi- 0x^ 1
i=l
2 I ,p— 2
SO, Ifc(0 ) - p(p-i) E x±_i x±- ex±_i
i=i
Remarks. Clearly, When p=2 our conditions hold, where
t 2 9 -2
lfc(0 ) = E xi _ 1 and J^C©) = © (© -l) © > l .
i=l
Similar results have been obtained in the literature on the classical 
procedures, where it has been shown that ML estimators normed by
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c 2 
E v ^ - l have a limiting normal distribution, if and only if the error
density is normal. (See itaderson,, (1959) , and,.-ii»re. recently,., #0eyde,.. and 
Feigin <1975)).
Case p > 2 Our conditions A1-A6 are satisfied except condition A4.
In particular, suppose p=4. Then
^ 2  2
it(e) = 1 2 E e±
i=l
and
Jt(0 ) - E(It(0 ))= 12 E E ( x ^ )  E(e±2 )
i=l
12 CT2 E
x 2 
E 
.i“l
t t- 1
but from (1 ), xt ” E ® i _ 1 et-H-l = E ©A ©t-i
i- 1 1 = 0
(Note that efc and xt-i, for i > 1 are independent)
t 2 t
e  T/Li-tr e
i- 1  1 = 1
ri 2 j 
E  ©
.j=o
so, E
t 2 
E
.i“l
t i- 2  2j
= a2 E E © I since E[eJ = a2 and )=0 ,j>0
« i=l j=o
Hence,
4  * 1 - 2 2 j 
1 2  tj E  E  ©
i«i j=o
« 12 (J
t
E
i“l
■ 2( 1-1 > _
©2-l
Similarly
r t 4
E  x ^  
i— 1
= O(04t) , 0 > 1
a n d E  x ^  e ±  
i— 1
0(03t) . , 0 > 1
Now
It(0) - It(0o) = 12 *2 _ « 2( e  - © S )  E  -  2 ( © — 0 Q )  £  X i  x i _ 1
i=l i=l
12
4  3
2 i-,.*1-1 2«4-E x i-l5
«*t + 2“teo> — ---- — -----
12 2 i- 1
u 4 
E xi-i
- 2
E  x±_1(x1-eo x d 
i-l_____________
=  12 (KlogJt )
t 4 t 3
E  ± E
i ~ 1 ---- + 2(KlogJt )2 =^3=-----------
j3
Since E
^ 4 
E x ^ - o(e04t) , E
fc 3
E x ^ i = 0 (eo3t)
.i-l .1 = 1
i-l ^
  (2 )
and Jt(©0 ) = 0(©o2t), the R.H.S. of (2) is not asynptotically negligible 
in probability. (The R.H.S. of (2) tends to oo, as t -» oo, and © > 1).
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Some multiparameter examples related to the above discussion where 
our condition A* 4 fails are (1) A regression model with explosive 
autoregressive non-Gaussian e r r o r . (2) An explosive autoregressive model 
with a regression component with non-Gaussian error. (Note that the 
non-Gaussian error can be defined as in the above example for regular 
error densities).
5.4 Remarks on the Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (A.R.E. ^ of Sampling 
Schemes for Non-Homoaeneous Poisson Processes.
In Chapter 4, we presented two sampling schemes for non-homogeneous 
processes. Remarkably, for non-homogeneous Poisson processes (NHPP), it 
was illustrated by some examples that the A.R.E. of sampling schemes A to 
B,
eAB “  -» 1 as t * 00 .
JfcN©)
Hence, it would be of interest to find general sufficient conditions for 
which the A.R.E of sampling scheme A to B for NHPPs tend to unity. 
Examination of the way this arises in the example suggests a possible 
connection with regular variation, and this is a topic for further study.
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5.5 Relationship between Asymptotic Conditional Inference and the
Bayesian Approach.
In this section, we discuss the relationship betwwen asymptotic 
conditional inference and the Bayesian approach. The justification for 
considering the sampling distribution of the maximum, likelihood estimator 
©t conditional on Wt(©t ) is provided by Sweeting (1978, 1980, 1986),
Feigin and Reiser (1979). This follows from the fact that the 
distribution of Wt(©t ) as a function of © is effectively constant over the 
main range of variation of the distribution of ©t. Thus, W fc(©t ) behaves 
like an ancillary statistic for ©, which suggests basing inferences about 
© on the distribution of ©t conditional on Wfc( ©fc). Bamdorff-Nielsen 
(1980, 1984) also has shown that conditional inference for an unknown 
parameter of interest e. given an affine ancillary is asymptotically 
equivalent to conditional inference given Wfc(et ), and the conditional 
distribution of ©t is asymptotically normal with mean © and variance 
I^1(©t ) (see also Skovgaard (1985)). Keiding (1974) and later Basawa and 
Brockwell (1984) suggested the attractive idea of reducing a non-ergodic 
model to an ergodic model by conditioning on the non-degenerate limit 
random variable W. However, Sweeting (1986) has highlighted the fact that 
the justification of this type of conditionality principle is somewhat 
strenuous. In essence, Sweeting (1986) gave a more rigorous proof of 
conditional asymptotic normality by conditioning on the approximate 
ancillary statistic instead of the limiting variable. In the same spirit, 
Feigin (1986) presented a heuristic argument via the limit of experiments 
in the tradition of LeCam.
Clearly, in view of the above discussion the Bayesian estimation 
method and under appropriate conditions, this type of asymptotic
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conditional inference is formally equivalent to asymptotic Bayesian 
inference. It is an interesting open question as to whether one could 
deduce the conditional result from the corresponding Bayesian result.
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APPENDIX
Definitions and Lemmas
Certain basic arguments and definitions often used In the sequel will 
be defined here.
Eraodic and Non-eraodic models.
Non-erqodic models are models (such as explosive autoregressive
models, super-critical branching processes among others) In which the 
normed observed Fisher information tends to a non-degenerate random 
variable in distribution. When the normed observed Fisher information 
tends to unity, then an eraodic model results. (See Basawa and Scott 
(1983) for the properties and more details on non-ergodic models).
Stochastic boundedness.
By a random variable (r.v.) is meant a finite real valued measurable 
function on the measure space in question. A random vector is one which 
has a finite number of r.v.*s as its components. A sequence of r.v.’s 
(Xfc) is stochastically bounded if for any e > o, there is a positive 
number (depending only on 6 ) such that
This also holds if {X^ .} is a vector sequence, then the stochastic 
sequence is componentwise.
t->oo
Suppose (Xj.) and (Y^ .) are arbitrary sequences of r.v.'s and are 
stochastically bounded, then X^ .Yt is also stochastically bounded.
Suppose Xf. § 0 and (Y^ .) is stochastically bounded, then X^ .Yt § 0 .
Moments for NHPP's
Lemma, consider a NHPP with time dependent intensity function X(t)
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observed over time [0 ,t], Suppose that events are observed at times
Suppose k(•) is any function. Then
E
• v  .
E *(34.) 
i“l
J k(s) M's) ds ,
Var
Nt
E M x ^  
i=l
J k 2 (s) X(s) ds
Proof. Suppose Y « Zj+^y+Z^ ., where the Z's are i.i.d. and N has a 
Poisson distribution independent of Z. We find for example that E(Y) = 
E(N) E(Z) and Var(Y) « E(N) [Var(Z) + (EZ)2] = E(N) E(Z2 ).
Hence
**t
E M*i> 
i*!
n4
and var
r Nt
£ 
Li«i
E k(Xi)|Nt
.i*=l
E(Nt ) J k(s) f(s) ds.
t
E(Nt ) ( k2 (s) f(s) ds 
o
(1)
(2)
Here we use the order statistic property of Poisson processes that 
conditional on = n, the epochs at which events occur, i.e.
0  < < * 2 < — < ^  are distributed as n order statistics
corresponding to a random sample of n observations from the density
f(x) *» Mx) / J X(s) ds 0 < x < t. (3)
This property is well known in the literature. (See Basawa and Rao 
(1980)).
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